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Abstract

The goal of energy education is to develop a well-informed public with
positive attitudes toward energy conservation. Much effort has been directed

toward reaching this goal by providing energy education in the schools. This

project developed an energy awareness and conservation program for

elementary schools. The program consisted of three components: the Energy

Patrol the Energy Roundup,and the Junior Energy Saver merit program.

The Energy Patrolwas a program for fifth grade students who cooperatively
monitored the school's energy use and examined strategies to reduce it. The

Energy Roundup consisted of a series of energy activities taught by the Energy

Patrolto second grade students. The Junior EnergySaver merit program was
a home based projectfor second grade students designed to be completed with
parental assistance. The hands-on activities and materials provided to the

student participants were compiled from several sources,including Southern
California Edison, the California Energy Extension Service and the National

Energy Foundation. The activities in all three components were organized to
allow students to acquire knowledge,information, and skills to assist them in

making informed and responsible decisions concerning energy conservation.
The activities were chosen based on their alignment to the Science

Framework for California Public Schools Kindergarten through Grade
Twelve(1990). Consideration was also given to appropriate grade level
concepts,process skills, and cross-curricular applications. Fifty-eight fifth

grade students and 31 second grade students participated in this project during
the 1992-93 school year. Surveys given to fifth grade students indicated
favorable behavioral and attitude change toward energy conservation.
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Introduction

Energy is an important part of our everyday lives. People depend on

energy in one forrh or anotherfor everything they do. As a progressive
natioh,we have iDepome economically dependent on massive amounts of

erier^. The energy challenge is notjust supply related. This dependence has
heen the rqot qfa variety of prqfelerns such as air pollution, impact of qil

■ spills, and destruction ofthe ozone layer. As qur pqpulation continues to
grow and we place greater demands on our natural environment,our

children must develop the skills needed to make responsible decisions
concerning the use of our earth's resources.

According to the U. S. Department of Energy(1988),this nation's
schools are major consumers of energy,using 11% of the total amount of fuel

used for heating and cooling. Many schools were built at a time when energy
was cheap,and conservation was not an issue. They are often over-lighted,
over-heated and cooled,and poorly insulated. If schools renovated their
heating facilities and winterized their buildings, millions of barrels of oil

could be saved each year. However,school districtsface difficulties passing
bond issues to finance such improvements. The answer,then,is to promote
an understanding that we must work together to conserve the energy we
have and guard it as the limited commodity it is .
Educators are in a unique position to use our schools as conservation

laboratories for the students of America and their families. Not only can

educators and their students be in the vanguard of energy savers, but both
can examine energy technology and integrate energy education into the

changing curriculum. As students learn about energy conservation habits,
they are encouraged to take action both at school and at home.

Energy Watch - An Energy;Conservation Program for the Elementary
-on

conservation.

Review of Related Literature

Before developing a program designed to increase environmental
awareness,it is important to gain an understanding of what is
environmental education. "The goal of environmental education is to help

students become environmentally knowledgeable,dedicated citizens who are
willing to work,individually and collectively, toward achieving and

maintaining a dynamic equilibrium between the quality of life and the quality
of the environment"(Engleson,1990, p. 5). Involving students in an energy

conservation program can help educators reach this goal(Kimmel &
Tomkins, 1985).

An examination ofliterature related to attitudes toward energy
conservation indicated that public interest in energy related issues has
increased dramatically (Lawrenz,1986). It has become increasingly clear that
our nation is going to have to change its energy consumption habits and
learn to conserve. Replacing a well-learned pattern of behavior with a new

pattern is not easy,especially on a societal level. In order to accomplish this
change,an information dissemination effort was necessary and a logical place

to begin was in the schools. Therefore in 1976,the Federal Department of
Energy began providing funds for energy programs.

One of the primary goals of energy education programs was to foster
positive attitudes toward energy conservation (Lawrenz,1986). Inservice
training for teachers has been a popular method to provide information.
Teachers are encouraged to participate in training programs in hope that they
will transmit their knowledge and positive attitudes to their students(Buethe
& Smallwood,1985). There is reason to believe that this process will result in

positive attitudes toward energy conservation in students. Research has
shown that students tend to emulate the attitudes of their teachers(Lawrenz,

1986). There has been little documentation,however,of how well this

transfer actually takes place with energy education. Data gathered for
evaluation of energy programs implemented through teacher inservice
indicated that the students may not benefit as much as the teacher(Lawrenz,
1986). Lawrenz found that even though the teachers' attitudes were
improved through participation in the inservice training, their students'
attitudes showed no such change.

A study by Collins, Herbkersman,Phelps and Barrett(1978) found that
it is possible to produce at least a short term attitude shift in children by

exposing them to key energy principles in a field trip setting. Results of their
study appeared to show that an understanding of basic energy principles leads

directly to the establishment of new attitudes. The study also indicated that
even children as young as fourth grade were able to grasp such principles
quickly when they are presented with concrete activities involving their
participation.

Hungerford (1985)examined variables related to the development and
demonstration of environmentally responsible behavior and has designed
and tested a set ofinstructional materials based on this research. The

materials emphasized a hierarchical approach involving four levels of
activities: ecological concepts,conceptual awareness,issue investigation and
evaluation, and environmental action skills. The research data showed that

student behavior changed when they were thoroughly exposed to the four
levels.

Two other research studies(Gephard et al,1972; Heath & Weible,1979)

have concluded that active student participation in learning is the major
experimental factor influencing both attitudes and behavior. Learning
situations that require the active participation of the student result in higher

levels of motivation. These same researchers correlated active participation

by students with a subsequent motivation to participate politically. A
student's perception of an increase in action skills wasfound to directly
influence engagement in action.

Dresner(1989) found that conservation is more effective if it is a group
action. The major influence on people,according to Dresner, is other people.

Results of this study showed that those who took part in a simulated,
participatory,energy-planning endeavor showed a significant increase toward

energy activism and exhibited a greater likelihood of action taking.
Walker and Richards(1992)described experiential education as the
process of actively engaging students in an experience that will have real
consequences. Students in experiential programs leam skills such as

planning, communicating,and group decision making. In carrying out their
activities and in the reflection component afterward,students come to new

insights and integrate diverse knowledge from a variety of fields.
It is necessary to engage students in science activities by placing them
in a position of responsibility for the learning task. Students should be
provided with experimental problem-solving experiences where the result
has direct meaning for them (Science Framework for California Public
Schools Kindergarten through Grade Twelve.1990).

Based on the research it appears that simply providing teachers with
information is not enough to promote positive attitudes toward energy
conservation in students. Programs that emphasize student participation

along with understanding of concepts appear to be the most successful.
Generating more active participation in the energy conservation issue is the

means of working toward greater environmental reform.

statement of Goals and Objectives

The goal of this project was to organize and implement an energy
conservation program for second and fifth grade students at Kimbark
Elementary School,in San Bernardino, California, that would increase their

overall awareness and understanding of energy concepts and energy
conservation. The program was designed to help students develop a concern
for the environment which would be reflected in their values, attitudes, and

behaviors. The program involved not only factual information, but also

hands-on experiences which give students a strong motivation to make the
needed changes in lifestyle.

Design

The program consisted ofthree components designed to give students
the background information needed to participate in an energy conservation
action project. The activities in all three components were organized to allow
students to acquire knowledge,information, and skills to assist them in
making informed and responsible decisions concerning energy conservation.
The activities were chosen from a variety of sources,including Southern

California Edison, National Energy Foundation, and the California Energy
Extension Service. The activities were selected based on their alignment to

the Science Framework for California Public Schools Kindergarten through
Grade Twelve.1990. Consideration was also given to appropriate grade level
concepts,process skills, and cross curricular applications. Three primary

components were developed: The Energy Patrol, the Energy Round-up and
the Junior Energy Saver merit program.

The Energy Fafro/consisted of58 fifth grade students. Self-surveys
examining energy saving behaviors were developed and given to students

before and after their participation in the program (see Appendix D).
Students were asked to respond to 20 energy saving behaviors in one of the
following categories: (1)"I do this now;" (2)"I don't do this now. It would

be easy to do;" (3)"I dont do this now. It would be hard to do." The pre and
post surveys were compared and used to evaluate the effectiveness of the
program .

Participation in the Energy Patrol began with a one-day workshop for
students that focused on the topics oflimits of energy resources and supply,
environmental and economicimpacts of energy use,and energy conservation

and management(see Appendix A for the complete agenda with activities).

Students participated in nine activities. The first two activities focused on the
limits of energy resources and supply. The next three activities focused on

environmental and economic impacts of energy use. The last four activities
focused on energy conservation and management.
After participation in the workshop,the students implemented an
energy conservation program on campus. The students announced a daily
energy conservation tip over the school's intercom. They monitored the
school's electrical use by checking classroom lights at recess and lunch breaks.
If the lights were left on,the students turned them off and left a friendly
reminder. Thank you notices were left for those who remembered to turn off

the lights when leaving the room. Weekly meetings were held to evaluate
the program's progress and to discuss how the Energy Patrol could continue

to motivate the other students and teachers and to keep interest in the year
long program high.

The second component of the program was the Energy Round-up
which focused on providing second grade students with an overview of what
energy is, how it relates to their lives, and what they can do to conserve it for
theirfuture. During a selected week,one class of 31 second grade students
rotated through three learning centers each day. The first day's activities
focused on what energy is,the second day's activities focused on energy

sources,the third day's activities focused on electricity,the fourth day
activities focused on solar energy,and the final dayfocused on energy
conservation(see Appendix B for the complete agenda with activities). The

Energy Patrolprepared and taught the activities at each center. As a group.

they were responsible for gathering the materials and preparing for the
presentation of each activity. They were allowed time to gather resources and

prepare for these activities during their weekly meetings.
The third component of the program was the Junior Energy Saver
merit program which provided second grade students who participated in

the Energy Round-up with 16 extension activities that were designed to be
completed at home with the assistance of parents. The first three activities
defined energy,the next five focused on limits of energy resources and
supply,the next three focused on environmental impact and the last five

focused on energy conservation and management(see Appendix Cfor the

complete activity booklet). As the students completed each activity,their
parents initialed each one which indicated they had discussed it with their

child. Additionally, parents were required evaluate the program in several
areas including the difficulty and length of each activity, and the clarity of

instructions. They were also asked to suggest ways to improve the program
(see Appendix E for Parent Evaluation Form). The evaluations will be used

to modify the program for future implementation. When students

completed all the activities,they returned the activity,booklet and the parent
evaluation form and received a Junior Energy Saver merit badge.
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Results and Conclusion

Energy Watch program was implemented at Kimbark Elementary

School, San Bernardino, California, during the 1992-93 school year. A total of

58 fifth grade students participated in the Energy Patroland Energy Round-up
components ofthe program. A total of31 second grade students participated
in the Energy Round-up and Junior Energy 5aver components.
Self suWeys exarninm^^^ energy saving behaviors were given to 58 fifth
grade students before and after their participation in the program(see

Appendix D). Students were asked to respond to 20 energy saving behaviors
in one of the following categories: (1)"I do this now;" (2)"I don't do this
now. It would be easy to do;" (3)"I don't do this now. It would be hard to

do." Before participating many of the students were already doing behaviors
such as turning out the lights when leaving a room (86%), recycling
aluminum cans (97%), using the dishwasher only when fully loaded (90%),
and turning off the water while brushing their teeth (84%). The behaviors
fewer students tended to selectincluded putting on a sweater if cold instead
of turning up the heater(31%), avoiding opening the oven door while food
is cooking(22%), making sure windows and doors are closed when the

heating or air condition is running (16%), saving newspaper for recycling

(12%), and turning off the television when finished watching it (12%).
Finally,very few students selected doing such behaviors as saving glass and
plastic bottles for recycling(7%), using both sides of a piece of paper before
recycling it (7%),hanging clothes on a clothes line instead of using a dryer

(5%), boiling water in covered pans(3%), closing curtains at hbrhe during the

summer when the sun is shining directly on the windows (7%), walking or f
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riding a bike instead of asking for rides(5%), opening the refrigerator less

than 6 times a day(2%), taking showers that last less than 5 minutes (0%),
using hand appliances instead of electric appliances when possible(9%),
making sure water faucets in the home didn't drip (0%), and using a sink

stopper or dishpan rather than washing and rinsing dishes under running
water (2%).

After participating in the program,the number of students indicating
that they were practicing energy saving behaviors increased dramatically (see
Appendix F). More students indicated participating in behaviors such as
saving glass and plastic bottles for recycling(60%),saving newspaper for
recycling(55%), making sure windows and doors are closed when the heating
or air condition is running(71%), putting on a sweater if cold instead of
turning up the heater(72%), using both sides of a piece of paper before
recycling it (647o), turning off the television when finished watching it (83%),

closing curtains at home during the summer when the sun is shining directly
on the windows(62%), and boiling water in covered pans(64%). Although
fewer students acknowledged doing behaviors such as making sure water
faucets in the home didnt drip (33%), walking or riding their bikes instead of

asking for a ride(21%),using hand appliances instead of electric appliances

when possible (33%), using a sink stopper or dishpan rather than washing

and rinsing dishes under running water (19%), many acknowledged (ranging
from 45% to 57%)that they would be easy to do. Finally few students
indicated participation in behaviors such as hanging clothes on a clothes line

instead of using a dryer(7%),opening the refrigerator less than 6 times a day
(7%), and taking showers that last less than 5 minutes(10%)and many stated
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(ranging from 64% to 69%)that these behaviors would be hard to do. When

asked why these behaviors would be hard to do during a discussion of the

program results, verbal responses included reasons such as not having a
clothesline, too many people in the family to keep from opening the
refrigerator, washing and conditioning hair takes longer than 5 minutes, and
long showers are simply too enjoyable to cut short.

The 31 second graders participating in the Energy Round-up were not

asked to evaluate that portion of the program. However the parents of the

second graders participating in the Junior Energy Saver merit program were
required to evaluate the program in several areas including the difficulty and

length of each activity, and the clarity of instructions provided for each
activity(see Appendix E). They were also asked to suggest ways to improve
the program. The evaluation results were tallied and summarized on the

Evaluation Summary Form (see Appendix G). Eighty-one percent of the
parents felt the activities were the right length and had easy to understand

instructions. Ninety-four percent of the parents felt the program was very
useful. Three of the activities were considered too difficult by nearly 50% of
the parents.

The Energy Watch program wasjudged to be successful based on the

Self Survey responses and observation of enthusiasm displayed by the
participants. Due to participation in the program,students tended to make

positive changes in energy saving behaviors and realized that doing so took
little effort.

Additionally,the program was featured in an educational video about
student action programs throughout the United States. Two members of the
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Energy Patrol-were interviewed in the local newspaper and another student

wasfeatured in Scholastic News,a national student newspaper.
An area for follow up study would be to survey these students again in

future grades to see if the outcome of this program is long-term,evidenced by
continued energy saving behavior by the participants. Another area for

follow up study would be to replicate the program in another setting with a
larger number of students.
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Appendix A

Energy Patrol Workshop Agenda and Activities
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ENERGY PATROL

An Energy Conservation Program
WORKSHOP

The activities for this workshop were chosen to help students understand the
following topics:

Limits of energy resources and supply
Environmental and economic impacts of energy use
Energy conservation and management

Science Framework for California Public Schools Kindergarten through Grade
Twelve.(1990) Correlation

Major content areas of the Framework:

Energy: Sources and Transformations
Energy: Heat
Energy: Electricity and Magnetism
Energy: Light
Geology and Natural Resources
Themes:

Energy
Patterns of Change
Systems and Interactions
Scale and Structure

Process Skills developed:
Observing
Comparing
Analyzing
Applying

Evaluating
Computing
Problem Solving
Communicating

Integrated Subject Areas:
Mathematics

Science

Social Studies

Language Arts

Art

16

Energy Patrol Workshop Agenda
(Administer Pre-Self-Survey before starting activities.)
Activity

Source

Time

1. The Word Limited

ENERGY

30 minutes

National Energy
2rgy
Foundation

2. Controlling the

ENERGY 

30 minutes

Rate of Consumption National Energy
Foundation

3. C02 Cause and Effect

Beat the Heat:

30 minutes

The C02 Challenge
Children's Earth Fund

4. Muffing Mining

Let's Get Energized
California Energy Extension

30 minutes

Service

5. Pay Me Game

Let's Get Energized

30 minutes

6. Save or Waste

Teach With Energy
National Energy

20 minutes

Foundation
7. It's Mime Time

ENERGY 

45 minutes

National Energy
Foundation
8. DECAL IT ,

ENERGY 

30 minutes

National Energy
Foundation

9. The Energy Patrol

ENERGY WATCH

Kimbark Elementary
School

17

30 minutes

Ac±ivity

limits

"The Word 'Limited'"
Concept
All energy sources have limits to
their usefulness.

Objective:

Given the opportunity, the student
will determine what is meant by the

word "limited" as related to energy
resources.

Materials

Notebook paper
Staples and stapler

plan is needed. Scientists are
working hard to find a substitute,
but it will take time. List

Pencils
Box of chalk

alternatives or substitutes for

Implementation

Group III.

1. The teacher will explain the
word "limited" and give various
examples of classroom resources
that are limited^ Once the

students catch on. have them

give a few examples of class
: room resources that are limited.

2iHave the students develop a
plan to conserve a limited

resource by dividing the class

into five (5) groups and assigning
each group a resource that is

limited in classroom supply. See
group situations below.
Group I.

The teacher explains to this
group that a hypothetical note

pencils.

The teacher explains to this
group that a hypothetical water
shortage has developed in the
town and a conservation plan is
needed in the classroom to help

and the impact on the standard

Suggested Assessment

develop a plan how to best use

1. A resource is limited if it

the limited supply of chalk and
also to suggest alternatives that
could substitute for chalk.

Give the students a loaded

for the class on how to best use

limited.

member can conserve paper
since the resource is limited.

A. The source is limited.

Group II.

B. Ways to conserve.

group that a hypothetical pencil

2. One way to "stretch" the use of
a limited resource is to

A. use it right away
B. conserve it

0. lower its cost

,D. give it away
3. One way to save a limited

3i After the groups have developed
classroom conservation plans,
have them presented to the
class bringing in these points:

crisis has hit and a conservation

A. exists in large amounts
B. is available to everyone
C. is found everywhere
D. Is hard to find more of it

paper for the day. It is your
responsibility to develop a plan

The teacher explains to this

Write a creative story,"The Day
The Gasoline Ran Out."

is left for the year. Have them

stapler and explain that "Vis is
all that is left. Have the group
develop a conservation plan and
list alternatives to take the place
of staples since the source is

Pencils are limited—coma up
with a plan how students can
best conserve their pencils.

of living.

Optional Activity

and telMhem that this is all that

Group V.

explain to the class how each

source of energy is "limited."

Group IV.

The teacher explains to this
group that a hypothetical chalk
supply shortage has developed...
Give the group a box of chalk

Staple shortage has occurred.

the paper for all subjects
requiring written assignments
for the day. Also, be able to

the energy source on the
chalkboard and through class
discussion, determine why the

List ways to conserve the energy
source,alternatives for replacing
It when the source is depleted,

Scientists are working hard to

Each student is only allowed to

realize what the word "limited"
means. Explain to the class that
most energy resources are

save water

book crisis has hit and the

use two sheets of notebook

their presentation, they should

limited, i.e.. coal, oil, gasoline,
uranium, natural gas, etc. List

resource is soon to run out

find a substitute, but it will take
a long time.

4. After the students have made

C. Alternative sources that
could be used to replace
the limited one.

0. How the conservation plan
impacted their standard
classroom use of the

resource is to

A. use more of it
8. use it faster

C. replace it with alternative
resources

D. let everyone have some
4. Limited means that a resource

A. is in short supply
8. is in large supply
C. is easily available
D. is low in cost

resource.

Answers 1-D, 2-8, 3-C, 4-A
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Activity #2

conservallon

"Gontrolling The Rate
of Gonsumptton"
Goncept

e

Objective

The implementation of energy

Students will be able to analyze the

conservation practices is affected
by social and political decisions.

effects of conservation as

compared to unlimited
consumption, on the life

expectancy of energy resources.
Materials

6. Compare the graphs: Graph One

Two cookies per child
Clock ortiming cfevice
Napkins

consumption while Graph Two

Implemenlallon

Graph Two like Graph One?
How are they different? How
long did it take for all resources

1. Give each student a cookie and

napkin. '
2. When the signal Is given have
students begin eating their
cookie. Have them stand when

they have finished eating their
cookie. Count the students that

have finished their cookie every
15 seconds until all cookies are
consumed. Once a student

stands, he/she must keep
standing until all students are
finished.

3. Create a line graph for the data,
students standing versus time.
You may wish to have students
create the graph.
4. Distribute a second cookie. This

time students Can only take a bit
when you say "take a bite"
(every 15 seconds). The system
is the same—students stand

when finished and you tally the
standing students every 15
seconds.

5. Again construct a line graph.

represents unlimited
represents conservation. Is

to be eliminated?
7. Discuss the term "conservation."

Iri the second exercise, conser^

•vation was practiced. Does con
servation result in preservation?
Why not? What good does it do

to conserve? What happens to

Suggested Assessment
True or False:

1. Energy conservation Increases
the total amount of energy
available^

2. Conservation can be a form of

• regulation.
3. Economics (cost of
goods/services) causes
individuals to reduce their
use... conserve.

4. Conservation increases the life

the life expectancy of the energy

expectancy of the energy

resource under conservation?

resource.

8. Divergent Questioning
Techniques:
A. How vvas the rate of con

sumption controlled in the
second cookie?

B. Can we control how rapidly
we use resources?

C. Does this have any impli
cations for the use of coal,

naturalgas, Oil, electricity? If
so, what?

9. Discuss with students why
and how people conserve

energy. Use the following as
examples:55 mph speed
limit, thermostats lowered to

68®F, daylight savings time,

taxes fgasolihe tax), etc. This
option can be expanded and

enhanced by having students
research the social, political

and ecpnortlic aspects of
energy conservation.
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Answers

1-F, 2-T. 3-T. 4-T

Dear Kids,
Earth needs you to save a ton —

that's 2,000 pounds — of CO2.

; To help save the planet from global warming,

Check out the checklist below to

find out how to do it. Tell your
folks that a ton can save them at

least $100 in energy costs, too!
A ton might seem like a lot but if .
you work together and take time
to measure your progress you'll
achieve your goal. Start here.

-

;

'• pledge with my family-to

• send ONE TON less carbon dioxide gas(GO^)into the
^":>JatmosphereT year! We'll do it by taking the energy/
steps checked below - our Family Savings Plan;;;',• 

1. Car Smarts

Chill out the washing machine by using cold water in 4 out of 5

Tune up the car to use fuel well...

loads...

SAVE 900 pounds _

(electric) SAVE 460 pounds
(oil) SAVE 2S0 pounds
(gas) SAVE 200 pounds

When it s safe, walk or ride a bike two miles a day instead of
riding in a car or bus.,.

SAVE 730 pounds.

Combine errands into one fuel-saving trip...

CO.^ total saved here

SAVE 500 pounds _
Keep car tires inflated.:.

4. Home is Where the Heat is

Nudge the thermostat down one degree this winter...
(electric) SAVE 410 pounds
• .
(oil) SAVE 250 pounds

SAVE 250 pounds.

Trade in the gas-guzzler for a car that gets five more miles per

gallon...

^

'

SAVE 2,000 pounds

(gas) SAVE 180 pounds

CO,total saved here

Turn home, heat down by 10 degrees at night...
(electric) SAVE 2,070 pounds

2, Electricity Simplicity

(oil) SAVET.260 pounds

Replace an ordinary 100-watt bulb with a 27-watt compact
fluorescent bulb...
SAVE 160 pounds for each bulb .■

(gas) SAVE,900 pounds

Turn the family air conditioner's thermostat up a single degree
thissummer... . ,
.
SAVE 220 pounds __

Replace a 75-watt bulb with an 18-watt compact fluorescent
bulb...
SAVE 120 pounds per bulb

Get annual tune ups...
. Lights out when you-leave a room...
SAVE 120 pounds per room ____
CO., total saved here -

Air Conditioner
Furnace

.

3. Getting Into Hot Water
Give your hot water heater a warm-up jacket of insulation to make

it more efficient...We use (check one depending on what energy
source your home uses):

(electric) SAVE 600 pounds

SAVE 220 pounds.

(electric) SAVE 1,030 pounds,,
(oil) SAVE 640 pounds .
(gas) SAVE 450 pounds .

Plug cold air cracks in windows and doors — and close the
curtains and shades at night...,
(electric) SAVE 1,600.pounds.
(oil) SAVE 1,000 pounds.
(gas) SAVE 700 pounds _

(oil) SAVE 360 pounds
(gas) SAVE 260 pounds

CO2 total saved here

Turn down the heat on the family hot water heater,by lO degrees
(don't go below 120 degrees)
(electric) SAVE 660 pounds

5: Turning Over a New Leaf
. Plant a tree on the south or west side of the house to provide
CO.,-saving shade...
, SAVE .150 pounds .

(oil) SAVE 400 pounds

6. Making Old as Good-as-GoId

(gas) SAVE 290 pounds

Recycle:

Buy and use low-flow showerheads...

.

(electric) SAVE 920 pounds
(oil) SAVE 560 pounds

(gas) SAVE 400 pounds

One aluminum can every day...

SAVE 140 pounds

One glass bottle every day...
One newspaper every day... ,

, SAVE 100 pounds '
SAVE 50 pounds '

GRAND TOTAL; The CO,j we will save this year:
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Activity #A

Let's Get
Muffin Mining
Objective:Students can describe the advantages and disadvantages of 2 types
of coal mining.
Preparation:

1) Buy or make one chocolate chip or raisin muffin (without wrappers)for
every student

2) Make a copy of the "Dig It" worksheet(enlarge it if you can)
3) Gather mining materials.
Mining Materials: -



1 toothpick/student
scissors or tweezers for each group

a paper plate for each group
Time Frame: 30 minutes

Suggested Audience: grades 2 to6
Procedure:

1) Explain to students that they will conduct an experiment to find out how
coal is mined and the effects of mining on the environment. The reason for
doing this activity is because coal is our most abundant fossil fuel, so it's
important to understand what we have to do to use this energy resource.
2) Show students the DIG IT information sheet. Read the facts about coal and

then as a group, list those facts which are "Advantages" or "Disadvantages" as
shown on the worksheet,(answers from top to bottom are D,D,A,A,D,A,D)
3) You will now describe the two types of coal mining using the pictures on
the DIG IT sheet. In strip mining large areas of land are scooped up and then
sorted through. In underground mining tunnels are dug underground in an
area think there is alarge deposit of coal. Each student is going to have an

opportunity to try both methods of mining and decide which they think is the
best method.

4) Tell students that no one is to touch their muffin until, you have told

them to do so. They may eat their muffin
the experiment.
5) Pair students up. You may want a younger and older student together. Pass
out a muffin to each pair of students(you can use oatmeal raisin for those
students who are allergic to chocolate)
6) Have students examine their muffin and estimate how. many chips/raisins

are in it. Record each group's predictions on the chalkboard. The students will
now strip mine their muffin. Demonstrate that they do this b\' taking a
section and breaking up until they find every chip/raisin. They are NOT TO
EAT ANY OF THEIR COOKIE.yet. Record the actual nun^bcr of chips/raisins
found in each muffin on the board. The actual number o! chips/raisins

should be higher in most cases. Discuss with students the "condition" ot their
S Dorado CourUy Ornce of Educntion. Funding:Oliromia Energy Exlcnsim dorvirc
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Let's Get Enertjized
te?

muffin. Equate their muffin crumbs with what the land would look like after
strip mining (devastation). Explain that while strip mining is a better method

for getting lots of coal it damages the land so badly that living things often can
not live there.

7) Ask students to set the strip mined muffin crumbs and chips aside. After
they've done this give each group a second muffin.(Remind them, not to eat

until the experiment is done) Now the students will do underground mining
to get the chocolate chips/raisins out of their muffin. First record the

estimated number of chips/raisins. This time students are to carefully
remove the chips/raisins without damaging the muffin.(KEEP IT IN ONE
PIECE) If the students see a chip/raisin and they can get it without breaking
their muffin then they should try to mine it. If a student breaks their muffin
they must stop mining because they have done too much damage to the land.
Again, record the number of chips found.(There should be a smaller yield.)
8) As students underground mine their muffin for more chips, talk with the
group about the advantages and disadvantages of the two mining methods.
Strip mining Which method does each group think is best? Why?(Look back
at the advantages and disadvantages for each from DIG IT.)
9) Allow students to eat their muffins^

Adapted from:IDEAS,Iowa State Dept. of Education,1987

!Vi'tilictiivn: El Dorndo Gounly Qti'ico

Edijcalion, Funciin^: Galiton\ia Eivor^v l:.\krnsion Service
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Activity §5

Let's Get Energized
The Pay Me Game
Objective: Students will use play money to understand the dollar cost of their
energy habits.
Materials:

2 envelopes, 1 marked "me" and 1 marked "utility"
Play energy money(See master sheet)$100 per student
One copy ofPay Me Game Questions
Time Frame: 20-30 minutes

Suggested Audience:.grades 3 to6

It works well to pair an older student with a younger one to help in the
process of making change.
Procedure:

1. Cut outthe money sheets. Each student should have $100 made up of 20
$1,10 - $5,and 3- $10's. A student can put the money into piles prior to
starting the activity.
2. Give each student one:"me" envelope and one "utility" envelope.
3. Tell students that they have just gotten paid $100,and whatever they and
their family don't spend on energy at home,they can use to buy the things
they want. Read each question to the group. Depending on their answer, the
students will put the required amount of money in either their "me"
envelope or in their "utility" envelope. If a student runs out of money before
the end of the game he may borrow from his "me" envelope to pay the
"utility bill".

4. At the end of the game,count the money in each envelope to show the
students how much their energy habits are costing them. Discuss how
students could get more in their "me" envelopes.
Taking It A Step Further:

How much the student learns from this depends on you.If you quickly
discuss the "whys" of the questions with the students they will have a better
understanding of how to change their energy practices. Stress to the students
that this is that a game for them to see how much extra energy they really use,
so it is best if they answer the questions totally honestly.

Utility companies produce good pamphlets with energy saving tips. You
could get copies for your students to take home as a follow-up to this activity.

Prcxiuction:El Dorado County Office of Education,.■unding: California Energy Extension Service
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Let's Get Energized
The Pay Me Game Questions
QUESTION: DO YOUHAVE AN ELECTRIC BLANKET?

YES: pay UTILITY envelope $2
NO: pay your ME envelope $2

(Electric blanhets,cost about 8 cents a.night or $2,40 a nionth per person. Using

warm pajamas and blankets save the most energy. But if your room is still too

cold at night it costs less to use an electric blanket than to heat up the whole
room.)

QUESTION: HAVE YOUR PARENTS EVER HEATED THE KITCHEN WITH
THE STOVE OR OVEN?

YES: pay UTILITY envelope $10
NO: pay ME envelope $10

(If you ever see someone doing this you should tell them that is dangerous,
expensive and doesn't work very well.)
QUESTION: DO YOUHAVE AIR CONDITIONING FOR YOUR ENTIRE

HOUSE?

YES:payUTIUTY$45
NO:pay ME $20

(A niid-size air conditioner costs about 16 cents an hour to operate. You Cart

save money on air conditioning if you keep windows and doors closed

during the heat of the day. At night you can turn off the air conditioner; open

, the doors and windows and turn on fans to get cool outdoor air into the

house. Be sure to close the house back-up before it gets warm the following
day.)

QUESTION: DO YOUHAVE A WINDOW AIR CONDITIONER FOR ONE
ROOM?

YES: payUTIUTY$20
NO: pay ME $20

(Cooling oiUy one room or area of your house costs ihuch less than cooling
the entire house. Keep the doors closed to un-used rooms.)

QUESTION: DO YOU TAKE BATHS IN THE BATH TUB?
YES: pay UTILITY $6

(a bath takes at least 15 gallons of hot water, that's at least 10 cents a bath. In a
month that's $3 per person)
QUESTION: DO YOU TAKE SHOWERS THAT ARE LESS THAT 5 MINUTES
LONG?

YES: pay ME $5

(A shower that is less than 5 minutes will use less than 6 cents of hot water)
Production: El Dorado County Office of Education, Funding; California Energy Extension Service
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Let's Get Energized
QUESTION:HOW MANY MEMBERS OF YOUR FAMILY TAKE SHOWERS
THAT ARE MORE THAN 5 MINUTES LONG?

pay UTILITY $5 for each person in your family who does this
QUESTION:DO YOU ALWAYS,ALWAYS TURN OFF THE LIGHTS EVERY
TIME YOU LEAVE A ROOM?

YES: pay ME$5
NO:pay UTILITY $5

(An average electric bill for lights alone is $9 a month)
QUESTION:ARE YOUR CLOTHES DRIED IN A CLOTHES DRYER'
YES: pay UTILITY$13
NO: pay ME$13

(It costs about 80 cents an hour to operate - This can get very expensive after a
few loads of clothes. Cleaning the filters after each load is dried and drying
one load after another so the drum doesn't have to be re-heated for each load
will save money.)
QUESTION: DO YOU SLEEP IN A WATERBED?

YES: pay UTILITY $20

(Keep the water bed below 85° and keep the mattress covered at all times to

save money.There are special electric blankets that you can put on top of your
water bed which keeps you warm without having to heat up all the water.
These electric blaidcets can save a lot of money.)
QUESTION:IN THE SUMMER ARE THE DRAPESIN YOUR HOME CLOSED
TO KEEP OUT THE HEAT?

YES:pay ME$10
NO:pay UTILITY$5

(Closing drapes and putting up shades keeps the sun and warm air from
getting into your house, which keeps your house much cooler. Students will

probably be familiar with how light coming through a window can heat up a
car on a hot day. A house with direct sunlight coming in heats up the same
way.)

QUESTION: DO YOU USE A DISHWASHER TO WASH YOUR DISHES,
WITHOUT OPENING THE DOOR TO DRY THE DISHES?
YES: pay UTILITY$5
NO: pay ME$3

(If you turn the drying cycle off and open the door to let the dishes dry you
can pay yourself$2.)

Production:HI Dorado County Office of Education;Funding:California Energy Extension Service
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Let's Get Energized
QUESTION: DO YOU HAVE MORE THAN ONE REFRIGERATOR OR
FREEZER AT YOUR HOUSE?

YES: pay UTILITY$12for a second refrigerator or freezer

(Each extra refrigerator costs about$12a month,that's $144 a year!)
QUESTION: IS YOUR REFRIGERATOR OPENED MORE THAN 6 TIMES A
DAY?

YES: pay UTILITY $2for each person who opens the door
, NO: pay ME$5

(It costs about3cents every time the door is opened.)
QUESTION; DO YOU USE A HAIRDRYER?
YES: pay UTILITY$3
NO: pay ME$3

(It costs about8cents every time you use a hair dryer)
QUESTION: DO YOU USTEN TO THE RADIO OR WATCH A VCR'
YES: payUTTLITY$2
NO: pay ME$1

(It costs the average household about $2.30 a month to use these)
QUESTION: DO YOU PLAY VIDEO GAMES?
YES: payUTILrrY$4
NO: pay ME$2

(Even though most video games are electronic and use a small amount of

electricity usually they are played for many hours and the electricity adds up.)
QUESTION: DO YOU HAVE AN ELECTRIC TOOTHBRUSH'
YES: pay UnUTYSl

QUESTION: DO YOU HAVE A SWIMMING POOL'
YES: pay UTILITY$20

(Pools are expensive to operate,especially if you heat them.The pool filter
alone costs about 10 cents an hour to operate.)
QUESTION:DO YOU HAVE AN ELECTRIC CLOCK'
YES: pay UTILITY $1
NO: pay ME$1

(A wind-up clock doesn't use electricity.)
QUESTION: DO YOU USE AN ELECTRIC CAN OPENER'
YES:payUnLITY$l
NO: pay ME$1

(A good hand-operated opener works well for most people.)
Production:El Dorado Gounty Office of Education,Funding;California Energy Extension Service
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T.et's Get Energized

QUESTION: DO YOU USE A PORTABLE ELECTRIC HEATERIN WINTER?
YES:pay UTILITY $30
NO: pay ME$10

(In general,portable heaters are one of the least efficient heating sources. If
you're the only one who's cold consider putting on an extra sweater or socks
instead of using the heater to warm up your room.)
QUESTION: DOESYOUR FREEZER HAVE AN ICE MAKER?
YES: payUnUTY^

(It is cheaper to make ice cubes with ice cube trays in your freezer.)
CONCLUSION:

Add up the money in each envelope, don't count any money that is in your
hand. Ask: Who has the most money in their "ME" envelope. Who has the

most money in their "UTILITY" envelope? Discuss how students could get
more in their "ME" envelope,(use the information provided with the
questions)

If this was real money,and students could get any money that they could
save, what would they do?

%

Production:El Dorado County Office ofEducation,Funding:California Energy Extension Service
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Activity §6

Save or Waste?

Gonservation

Science,Language Arts

Concept

0

What To Do

6,Ask the students what

1. Tell the class that there
are many things we can do at

to save energy. Lead them to
understand that conservation
extends energy resources,
saves money, and protects

would happen if we didn't try
There are various ways to
conserve energy.

home to stop wasting energy.
Give examples: It wastes
energy to leave lights on in

the environment.

an empty room; it saves

Activity Goal

energy to turn off lights
before leaving a room.

The students will list three

2. Cut apart the handout and

reasons to save energy. They
will also identify activities that
waste energy and practices
that save energy.

"scramble up" the energy^
related behavior statements.

Evaluation Idea
Ask students to list three

3. Distribute the statements
among your students.(Some

reasons why it is important
to save energy and give an
example of how they can

students will receive two

conserve energy at home.

strips.) Challenge the stu
dents with "wasting" behav

What You'll Need
• Save or Waste? handout

iors to find the students who

have the "saving" behaviors
that match the strips they
hold, and vice versa.

4. Once the students have

found partners with the cor
rect cards, have each pair
read their cards to the rest of
the class.

5. Be sure the students
understand how each correc

tive measure saves energy.
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Notes:

Save or Waste?

It saves energy when

It wastes energy when

you...

you...

1

Use a pan the size of the burner on the
stove.

Put a little pan on a big burner on the stove.

Cook many items in oven at the same time.

Cook only one item in oven.

Put lid on pan when cooking. It keeps heat

Leave lid off pan when cooking.

in.

Keep oven door closed. Use a clock to tell
when food is ready.

Peek in oven whQe food is cooking.

Toast bread in toaster, not in the oven.

Toast bread In oven, rather than in a toaster.

Stop cooking when food is tender.

Cook food longer than needed.

Run the washing machine with a full load.

Run the washing machine without many
1 clothes
in it.

Wash clothes in cold water when possible.

Wash clothes with more hot water
than needed.

Take a shower, instead of a bath.

PiII bath tub to the top.

Wash and rinse dishes in two pans.

Wash di.shes under a running faucet.

Fix the leaking faucet.

Have a leaking faucet.

Iron clothes all at the same time.

Iron clothes one or two items at a time.
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Turn off TV or radio when nobody is

The TV or radio plays to an empty room.

watching or listening.

Turn off lights that you don't need.

Ughts are on in empty room.

Close the curtains in the room you're

The sun shines into the room you're trying

cooling.

to cool.

Open and close the refrigerator door

You keep the refrigerator door open longer

quickly.

than needed.

When it is cold, wear warm clothes in

When it is cold, wear thin clothes.

several layers.

When it is cold.,close outside doors quickly.

When it is cold, leave outside door open
longer than needed.

Stuff rags, paper or rug in crack under

Have a crack under the outside door;

outside doors.

Have good insulation in outside walls and
roof.

Have poor insulation in outside walls and
roof.

Combine errands so that only one trip in the
car is needed.

Take many trips in the car.

j
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Activity §1

conservation

"It's Mime Time"
Concept

Objective

Energy conservation practices
affect lifestyles, quality of ilfe and
standard of living.

Given an opportunity to create a
pantomime, the student will demon>

strate that conservation may modify
lifestyles.

Materials

5. At the conclusion of the activity,

Stimulus cards

discuss each stimulus card with

White pancake makeup {available
at costume shops or from your
high school drama department)
Black eye liner or greasepaint
Red rouge or lipstick
Small paintbrush
Cold cream
Tissue

Implementation

1. Begin this activity by dividing
the class into two teams. Have a
member from each team come
up to get one stimulus card.

students.

above and below the middle of

6. Have students create their own
"before" or "after" situation

stimulus cards, and repeat the
■

■ activity. ■

Optional Activity
To enhance the activity, teach the
students how to apply authentic
mime makeup. Recipe for this is as
follows:

time to read and react to the

/::S

Suggested Assessment

List four ways to conserve energy.
o

#

member will create and present

and then decide whether or not
the mime was a "before" or

"after" energy conservation
situation. When agreement has
been reached, one team member
will report the decision to the
teacher. If they are right, the
team wins one point. The
team with the most points at
the end of a pre-determined
period wins (Suggested

greasepaint.

counters.

a pantomime illustrating the
situation on the stimulus card;

team member's mime carefully

cheeks.

G. Draw an arch over the eyebrow

under-eye makeup stick. This can
be obtained from most cosmetic

3. One at a time, each team

4. Each team will observe their

greasepaint.

F. Apply rouge in a circle on the

white pancake or greasepaint, make
a substitution by using a white

other type depicts situations

stimulus card drawn.

, E. Use a paint brush to paint the
lips with the black eye liner or

NOTE: If you are not able to locate

"after" conservation practices
are in effect.(See Sample cards
2. Allow each team representative

the eye. and perpendicular to
the eye.

with the black eye liner or

Recipe for a Mime Face

There are two types of stimulus
cards. One type depicts situ
ations"before" conservatibh
practices are put to work; the

attached.)

D. Using the black eye liner or
greasepaint, draw a single line

Procedure:

A. Cream the face with cold cream.
Cream off.

B. Next, apply white pancake to the
entire face and neck area. Be
sure to apply right over the
eyebrows.

C. Then draw a line along the
eyelid with tne black eye liner.
Extend this line 2 cm beyond ■
the corner of the eye.

duration of contest: 15
.minutes'
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'It's Mime Time"

"SA2(JT0MIME STIMULUS GAUDS"

"BEFORS" COIIBERVATIOrr PBACTICES

"AFTEK'^ CONSERVATION PRACTICES

TYPE OP SITUATION: BEFORE

TYPE OF SITUATION: AFTER

You just arrive home from school. Turn on

You"just arrived home from school. As you

v- the ll^hts as you^movefrom ropm to room in

move from room to room in the house,don't

the house.Spend lots oftime g.a2;in^ into the
refrigerator deciding on a snack. Then,

turn on any lights! Decide whatyou wantfor
a snack and then open the refrigerator.

watch T.V.

Then, sit and read

TYPE OF SITUATION: BEFORE

TYPE OF SITUATION: AFTER

You are getting ready for bed Go into the
bathroom to brush your teeth You run the
water the entire time that you are gazing
around the room and brushingyour teeth.

You are getting ready for bed Go into the
bathroom to brush your teeth. Moisten your
toothbrush and then immediately turn off
the water.Turn it on again when you need to
rinse.

TYPE OF SITUATION: BEFORE

You are busily preparing breakfast.Use many
appliances to aid you Put the orangejuice in
the blender. Whip the eggs with an electric
beater.Use an electric knife to slice the toast!

TYPE OF SITUATION: AFTER

You are busily preparing breakfast. Try not
to use electric appliances as you work.
Make fresh orange juice with a "hand
squeezer." Beat up the eggs with a wire whip,
etc.

TYPE OF SITUATION: BEFORE

You are watching television. Suddenly you
notice that you are veiy cold Run to the

TYPE OF SITUATION: AFTER

thermostat and turn it up!That's notenough
for you Get a portable heater and plug that

You are quietly reading.Suddenly,you notice
that you are very cold Instead of turning up
the heat,you go and get a sweater and put it

in too.

on.

TYPE OF SITUATION: BEFORE

You are driving to work.It's veiy quietIn the
car. There's no one to talk to. You are very
bored and sleepy. Friends wave to you as
they pass you in their lonely cars!

TYPE OF SITUATION: AFTER

You are driving to work in your carpool.
Everyone is busily discussing the latest
news and sports. They are alert and seem
veiy happy.

TYPE OF SITUATION: BEFORE

It's dinner time and you are setting the table.

TYPE OF SITUATION: AFTER

Place one paper napkin for each person by

You are busily sevhng cloth napkins as a gift
for your family.Present them to the family at
dinner time. Ask them to pass you their
paper napkins, as you hand out one cloth
napkin for each family member. Hooray for
youi

their plate. Leave the rest of the stack on the

table too. By the end of the meal, you have
used at least 10 napkins for various needs.

DIRECTIONS: Cut out and laminate the above cards for use in stimulation for pantomines.
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Activity #8

conservation

"Decal It"
Concept
There are various methods to
conserve ene"gy.

Objective

Given the opporturiity. the student
will design and construct decals
which emphasize energy
conservation practices.

Materials

Suggested Assessnient

White contact paper
Colored marking pens

Have the student list four ways to
conserve energy.

Implementation
1. Discuss with students the ,

various energy sources, their
uses, and how each could be

used efficiently—conserved.

2. Have the students design decals
which illustrate energy conser
vation practices on contact
paper.

3. Have the students cut out the

decal with backing still on the
contact paper. Have each
student share their decal.

4. The decal can be used at home,
in school, or In the community.
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Activity #9

Energy Patrol Agreement
Name.

Room Number.

I agree to assume the responsibilities of the K'}mba/i<

EnergyPatnaL I will follow all Energy Patrol procedures
and will do the best job possible.

Signed.
Date
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How do we begin an energy program?

The following checklist will help you get started:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Obtain support from your Principal.
Hold a staff meeting to present your idea.
Establish a list of potential students for the Energy Patrol.
Meet with interested students and explain the general procedures
for the Energy Patrol.

5. With students, decide what materials will be required.
a. Badges or other identifying apparel.

M
I?
..fyj

■II
tiS

b. Light switch reminders for classrooms.
c. Posters to announce the new program.

d. Check sheets and clipboards for inspections.
e. Schedule of inspections.
6. With students, decide what procedures should be followed.
a. Rules, regulations, agreements.
b. Location and instructions on reading the school's meter.
c. Location of supplies.
d. Location of light switches in classrooms.
e. Recordkeeping.

f. Reporting to student body and staff.
g. Frequency of meeting as a group.
h. Other activities.
1. Assemblies
2. Contests
3. Demonstrations

cSs
•«>.?

4. Peer tutoring
5. Junior Energy Saver merit program
6. Column in parent newsletter
7. Hold an assembly to introduce program and Energy Patrol
members.

8. Save energy!
•m'

-^•

w
■i0
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ENERGY PATROL CHECKLIST
Building:
Location/Date

1

2

3

4

5

6

7

8

Month:
9

10

11 12 13

14

15

16 17

18

19 20

21 22

23 24

25

26

27

28

29

30

31
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INSPECTORS:

Monday

□ LUNCH

Tuesday

n after SCHOOL

Wednesday
Thursday
Friday

KEY:

/

Area in Use

0

Energy in use/no people

X

No energy in use

California Energy Extension Service
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The notices that remind people that they forgot

Stapled up.

to conserve energy are run on a ditto, laminated

Tloa^nt you
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then cut apart for use.
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Appendix B
Energy Round-up Agenda and Activities
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ENERGYROUND-UPACTlYmES

Presented by the Energy Patrol

The activities for the Energy Round-up were chosen to help students
understand the following topics;
Sources of Energy
Uses and Applications of Energy
Energy Forms and Conversions
Limits of Energy Resources and Supply
Energy Future
Energy Conservation and Management

Science Framework for California Public Schools Kindergarten through Grade
Twelve Correlation:

Major content areas of the Framework:
Energy: Sources and Transformations
Energy: Heat
Energy: Light
Geology and Natural Resources
Themes:

Energy
Patterns of Change
Systems and Interactions
Scale and Structure

Process Skills developed:

Observing
Comparing
Analyzing
Applying

Evaluating
Computing
Communicating

Integrated Subject Areas:
Mathematics

Science

Social Studies

Language Arts

Art
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Energy Round-up Activities

Stuffed Suns

Where Does It

Get Its Energy?

Do Electrical

Sun Prints

Appliances Save

To Play

Time?

Energy Work,
4:^
U)

and Movement

What is Energy?

Wind is a Source

Electricity -

of Energy

Who Needs It?

Water is a Source

Energy for
Electricity

Source of Energy

*Sniall groups of students rotate through each activity.

Stay Away
There's No Room

Solar Ovens

The Fable of Max

Sun Dials

Turn on to

Switching Off

Day 1 - Activity Center

Stuiffed Suns

Sources

Science, Art

o

Concept

What To Do

The sun is the primary
source ofthe earth*s energy.

1. Discuss with students the

sources of energy that get
their energy directly or indi
rectly from the sun. Exam
ples include: coal, oil, water

Activity Goal
The students will Identily sev
eral ways that the sun's
energy comes to us.

power, wind, natural gas,
food, wood, gasoline. Explain
that fossil fuels (coal, oil.
natural gas) come from
plants and animais that have
been buried for millions of

years. The weight from the
layers of mud and sand
created pressure and heat

C. On the rays, print
some of the different ways
we get energy from the sun
using the discussion from
step one.

D. Staple across top and
one side.

E. Stuff with old news

papers and complete
stapling.
F. Decorate the room

with stuffed suns by taping
string to sun and hanging
from the ceiling.

that changed the plants and
animals into fossil fuels.

What You'll Need
• 18 X 36-inch pieces of
butcher paper or
newsprint

• Color crayons or poster
paint, markers

Staples and stapler
Old newspaper
String

2. Help the students trace
the energy sources men
tioned in step one back to
the sun.

Evaluation Idea
Have the students list sour

ces of energy that get their

3. Have the students make

energy from the sun.

stuffed suns.

A. Give each student an

18 X 36-inch piece of butcher
paper or newsprint.(Smaller
suns can be constructed.)
B. Instruct students to

fold paper in half and to paint
or color a large sun on either

side of the fold. Encourage
creativity!
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Notes:
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Energy, Work and Movement
Conversions

Science

Concept

dM

What To Do

Discuss how the picture
shows all kinds of energy.

Energy is the capacity to do

1. Introduce the class to new

work.

scientific meanings of the

Energy is the power to make
things move; energy creates
light; and energy makes heat.
Energy is the ability to do

words "energy** and "work":

A. Read the following to
the class:

Activity Goal
The students will determine

that it takes energy to move
an object, and that energy is
often converted from one
form to another.

This is a story about the
world we live in. Every day—
whether it*s cloudy or
bright—the sun shines on
our world creating heat and

light that support plant and
animal life. The heat and light
from the sun grows our food,
creates the wind and

waterpower, and even, many
millions of years ago, was the
source of energy for the
decayed plants and animals

What You'll Need
• Copies of picture,
"Energy: What in the

that made the fossil fuels
called oil, coal, and natural
gas.

The people in our world go to

work. And. in scientific
terms, work is not those

things we do like scrubbing
the kitchen floor. Work is

done any time a force causes
an object to change its move
ment or shape.
C. Have the students do

the following to the picture:
(1)Mark everything
that moves with an M.

(2) Mark things that
light with an L.
(3) Color every place
where work is happening.
(4) Mark things that
give off heat with an H.
(5) Color all the areas

their jobs and go to school;

in the house that are using

• Five or six ping pong balls

they play. And when the sun

electricity.

•
•

sets at night, they are tired
and they say,"Whew, 1 ran
out of energy!" In the morn

2. Once students have been
introduced to the scientific

World is It?"
Box
Stick

• Blow dryer
• Wind-up toy

ing, after a good night's
sleep and a big breakfast, the

meanings of"energy" and
"work," have them apply

people in our world feel "full

what they've learned to a

of energy" again.

simple classroom activity:

B. Give each student a

copy of the picture,"Energy:
What in the World is It?"
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A. Place the ping pong
balls in the box. Ask the
children to consider all the

ways that the balls could be

made to move. If possible,
try each suggestion and ask

D. Move balls with a blast

from a blow dryer. Where did

Evaluation Idea

the energy come from?

where the energy came from.
B. Move by hand.
Develop the energy conver

(electricity—blow dryer)

Have students give examples

E. Tip the box. Where did
the energy come from?

of using energy to do work.

sion cycle of where the

(human energy)

Notes:

hand's energy comes from

(human energy, food, solar),

F. if the balls are placed

if we put food beside the ball,

on a tilted surface, what

can it move? Or can sun

happens? What energy was
working then?(gravity)

shine move the ball? The
energy needs to be converted

in order to do work—move

G. CJse the wind-up toy.
Where does the energy come

the balls.

from?(battery)

C. Move balls with a

stick. Where did the energy
come from? Can the stick

move the ball all by itself?

H. Discuss the energy
sources of appliances in the

classroom. For example;
clock, projector, record
player. Emphasize that in
order for work to be done-

things to move—energy
mUst be used (converted).
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Day 1 - Activity Center #3

" "53 Let's Get Energized
WHAT IS ENERGY?
TO THE TEACHER:

Objective: Students will become familiar with how food chains are related to
energy through participation and observation activities.
Preparation:

1) Be familiar with the following concepts:
Energy is the ability to do work.
Whenever work is being done, you know that energy is being used.
Energy exists any time there is heat, light or movement.
Energy comes in many forms; chemical, mechanical, muscle, light, heat and
others; it can be changed from one type to another. .
2)Have students color the attached poster cards prior to the lesson.
3)Prepare a snack which will be served in the course of the activity.
Time Frame: 20 to 35 minutes

Suggested Audience: primary
Procedure:

1)With an upbeat, theatrical style present poster card #1(Energy Makes
Things Move). After reviewing what moves from the poster, invite students
to think of other things that move.
2)Using poster card #2 examine the three signs that energy exists: heat,
light,and motion. Make a quick list on the chalkboard or butcher paper of
things the students see in the classroom that use energy.
3)Using poster card #3 talk about how we get energy from the food we eat,
which gets it from the food it eats, etc. which gets it from the sun. This is
called a food chain.

5) Ask students,'What gives you energy?". They should answer,"Food".
Give each child a snack. While they are eating the snack explain that the
snack is what gives them their energy.(Draw with them the food chain(s) for
their snack. Example: Milk - the food chain is sun - grass - cow ). By eating a
snack they get the snack's energy.
6) Have children use the snack energy to do jumping jacks, hop, or run in
place, without touching others, for a few minutes.
Stop. Ask students how they feel. They should tell you that they feel hot and
tired. Explain that they are tired because they have used up the snack energy.
The snack energy turned to heat energy (whenever there is heat, we know
that energy was used to make it). The food energy has been changed to heat
energy.

7) Explain to students that there are many different food chains and you're
going to tell them a poem about one. Give students the pictures of the
characters in the poem and have them hold up their character when ever
their characters name is mentioned in the poem.
Production: El Dorado County Office of Education,Funding:California Energy Extension Service
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Let's Get Energized

horse
cow

cat

bird

spider
fly

Remind the student to start at the bottom of the pyramid and work up to the
"bigger" animal. Ask students to identify what in the poem does not fit into
the food chain because these animals wouldn't eat each other (the cow and
the horse).

9)Read "Poor Old Lady"

10)Review food chain and energy concepts with poster cards 1-3.
Taking It A Step Further:

Make a pocket chart picture for each step in the food chain ofPoor Old Lady.
Put up one picture at a time t cue students to chant the next step in the chain.

T^ese pictures can be mixed up and then putin sequence to improve reading
Adapted from: Primarv Energv ActivihVs

Production:El Dorado County Office of Education,Funding:California Energy Extension Service
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Let's Get Energized
Poor Old Lady
Poor old lady, she swallowed a fly.
Idon't know why she swallowed a fly.
Poor old lady,I think she'll die

Poor old lady, she swallowed a spider.

It squirmed and wriggled and turned inside her.

She swallowed the spider to catch the fly.
Idon't know why she swallowed a fly.
Poor old lady,Ithink she'll die.
Poor old lady, she swallowed a bird.
How absurd! She swallowed a bird.

She swallowed the bird to catch the spider.
She swallowed the spider to catch the fly,
Idon't know why she swallowed a fly.
Poor old lady,I think she'll die.
Poor old lady, she swallowed a cat.
Think of that! She swallowed a cat.

She swallowed the cat to catch the bird.

She swallowed the bird to catch the spider.
She swallowed the spider to catch the fly,
Idon't know why she swallowed a fly.
Poor old lady,Ithink she'll die.

Poor old lady, she swallowed a dog.

She went the whole hog when she swallowed the dog.
She swallowed the dog to catch the cat.
She swallowed the cat to catch the bird.

She swallowed the bird to catch the spider.
She swallowed the spider to catch the fly,.
Idon't know why she swallowed a fly.
Poor old lady,I think she'll die.
Poor old lady, she swallowed a cow.
Idon't know how she swallowed the cow.

She swallowed the cow to catch the dog.
She swallowed the dog to catch the cat.
She swallowed the cat to catch the bird.

She swallowed the bird to catch the spider.
She swallowed the spider to catch the fly,
Idon't know why she swallowed a fly.'
Poor old lady,I think she'll die.

Poor old lady, she swallowed a horse.
She died, of course.

-Anonymous

Production; El Dorado County Office of Education, Funding: California Energy Extension Service
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Day 2 - Activity Center

Where Does It Get Its Energy?
Gses

Science, Art,Language Arts

?o

Concept

What To Do

Evaluation Idea

All living things and natural
processes require energy.

1. Write the following energy
words on the chalkboard and

Write the energy words on
the chalkboard and go over

go over each word with the
students. Also ask students

to suggest ways that the
energy can be used.

Activity Goal

Wood

energy words to energy use

Wind

pictures.

Food
Goal

Natural Gas

2. Duplicate the cut-and
paste word-picture sheet
Have students color the

energy use pictures.
• Crayons

Energy" worksheet - one
copy for each student

used.

Notes:

.

Electricity

• "Where Does It Get Its

one of the energy words is

Gasoline
Sun

The students will match

What You'll Need

them with students. Have
each student illustrate how

3. Have students cut and

paste the energy words to
the correct pictures.
4. Discuss the students'
answers.
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Where Does It Get Its Energy?
5^

Fire

Tree

(),
n

Television

Sailboat

—T

r

J
■ '"IrtOOOO

I
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Name

Where Does It

Date _

Get Its Energy?
a

Kite

Car

Lamp

Dog

/LJ°
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Where Does It Get Its Energy?

Directions: Cut out the energy words and paste them below the pictures they match.

Gasoline

Sun

Wind

Electricity

Wind

Food

Electricity

Wood
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Day 2 - Activity Center #2

W>nd isa Source

of Energy

Overview

Objectives

This lesson develops the children's understandina

of wind as one of the sources of energy!

^

Students should be able to:

1. Identify wind as a source of energy.
Construct a windmill.

relationship between the force

the wind and the speed of the pinwheel.
Materials

Large paper bag
Cardboard tube
Rubber band

Paper dolls (that will stand up)
Windmill pattern
Paper clips
Milk cartons

Background
Information
(Teacher use

use^in^tL*
in this

century,
windmainlv
was put
good
country, it
was used
forto
saTiinrr

only)

bilitj^^4.

^ts varia

technology can harness wind to an elec
wind can become
h""
then
a source of power ofdecline,
the future.
Teaching
Strategies

This'lesson stresses the skill of observation. It
fabt that student opinion must

necessarily be tentative and partial. The actual

perJeSe?®

furthefex-

Announce that today's lesson will be about an ener

gy source that starts with the letter w! Ask ttu
whi?e they watch
to guess
what this
source
while
something.
Youenergy
will need
theisfol
lowing pictured items:
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Paper dolls

Paper bag

Cardboard tube

Attach the cardboard tube to the open end of the
tabl^ I
rubber bands. Place the bag on the
o
the paper end
dolls
at a distance of
of the tube. Push
in
was
that made the"hat
dollshappened?
fall down?whatMir.;

What happened when I pushed hard on the bag? (it
made the air move out fast.) What do We call

~ share
knockedwindy
downday
by
children to
does this show about wind?
do we use the energy in the

" ^ihe these pa

the wind? (Allow
the
experiences.)
What
(it has energy.; How
wind? (if children

'^hey have seen one
and what )cind of work the windmill
was doina 
pumping water or grinding corn, etc. If the chil

dren mention sailboats, ask if theg have sailed

J.n one and if it went ,fast or slow.)

.Make some wintoills. Give each child a dittoed
copy of the pinwheel pattern. Cut it out and fasten
unbent paper clip.

Cover the

anfl

with construction paper. Color doors

to

5"

wheoV«

represent the wind and blow the pin
®
windmill
thework
turning
turn some machinery
to do some


house. Fasten the wheel

of- Ihe
of
the onL
paper clip °
into the top of inserting
the roof.

one end

perhaps draw up water from a well or grind some
com«

Summarizing

Ask: Does your pinwheel move if you don't blow on

the Lesson

Bi;«
Blow

the room Does
mag cause
it slowly
to move.)
gently on yourinpinwheel.
it move

5
little Who
harder.
Doesa your
faster?
can make
rulepinwheel
abou^

the pinwheel? (The harder you blow on it, the
faster it turns.) What are you using to turn the

56

pinwheel? (wind energy.)
Supplementary

Place some drops of poster paint on wet

Activities

Make.kites to fly on a windy day.

P
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Day 2 - Activity Center #3

Wator is a Source

of Energy

Overview

Obj.actives

This lesson focuses on water as a source of energy.
Students should be able to:

1. Identify moving water as a source of enerqv.
Construct a waterwheel and observe that
water can make it move.

Materials

Picture of (hydroelectric) dam
Picture of mill with waterwheel
Bottle caps with holes punched in center
Pencils with erasers
Thumbtacks

Background
Information

(Teacher use
only)

One of the oldest sources of energy used by people
has been moving water. People have used water to
trMsport themselves and their goods. They used
• Md sharpened
to I'un
the Today
machinery
grain
tools.
riverwhich
waterground
collects
in natural waterfalls or man-made dams or lakes.

where giant waterwheels or turbines run generators
which produce electricity.

Using toe^historical approach, this lesson explains

some of the-purposes of. waterwheels of the pfst

and the growth of hydroelectric.plants.
Teaching
Strategies

children.bring
in) source
a picture
of a mill with a waterwheel.
(One good
for
pictures IS Windmills and Watermills. by John
Reynolds_ (Praeger, New York, 1970.) ' Ask: What

m^es this wheel turn?_ (Movlnsr water.) Explain that
he farmers used to bring their corn and grain to

the miller who would grind them up in his mill.
His mill was always built near a river so he could
water to turn the grinding wheels.

a waterwheel and see how it works.

Make

Vpiece
of tagboard.
Cutin
on
solid lines
and foldoninathe
dashed
lines. Fold
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the same direction around

the wheel.

Put a pin

through the dot.

Holding

the pin, put the
waterwheel

un

der a slow-running
faucet and watch
the water make
the wheel turn.
(Dried out after
use, this wheel

will last through
two or three demon
strations. A more
permanent wheel

can be made using
the end of a tin
can.)

Look at (or have the children bring in) a picture
of a hydroelectric j>ower plant. Show the picture
of the hydroelectric plant and dam.

Ask:

^at is moving in the picture? (water and wheel.)
Where is the water'going? (over the edge of the
embankment

Who has seen a waterfall? (asJc them to describe
how it looked, the
'.noise it made, etc.)

;Explain thab'-a dam.is. a man-made waterfall — that

It is builti to-.use water as a source of energy.
Tell them' there is usually a large building next

to toe dam where electricity is produced from the
■/moving water,

Summarizing

.

• Review the.sources of energy with: this game:

the Lesson

Ask:

What source of energy does a fossil make you

think of?
•
:■
-•.
(Coal, oil natural gas.)

What does a pinwheel make you think of?
(Wlnd.).-::::r

.

,

What does a hydroelectric dam make you think of^
(Water.)

' What does a growing plant make- you think of?
(Sun.)

What does a growing girl or boy make you think of^
(Food.).
Extended

Learning
Activity

Field Trip - Visit a hydroelectric dam or an old

gristmill if one is within your geographic region.
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Day 3 - Activity Center §^

Do Electrical Appliances Save Time?
Gses

Science, Art,

Mathematics,Language Arts

Concept
Every energy use decision

affects standards of living
and quality of life.

What To Do
1. To get the students think
ing about the amount of
human energy spent and the
amount of time it takes to do

things, ask them if they

Activity Goal
The students will recognize
how people use energy at
home to do work that once

was done by hand.

D. Open the bottom of
empty cans with an electric
can opener and a hand can
opener.

would rather walk, ride a bike

3. Construct a bar graph

or ride in a car five miles to a

similar to the one shown on

friend's birthday party.

the following page to illus
trate the results of Step 2.

A. Ask them why they
chose what they did,
B. Which would take the
most time? The least?

Explain that we often use
energy to make work easier
and to save time,

4. Point out both the advan

C. Which would take the
most human effort? The
least?

tages and disadvantages of
using convenient devices. Be
sure to relate this to the

D. Which would be the

What You'll Need

C. Mix flour and water
with an electric mixer and a
hana mixer.

best exercise? Why?
2. After the discussion, dem

standard and quality of life,
5. Make a collage showing
the home appliances people

onstrate an electric knife,

use to reduce their work. Have

electric can opener, electric

students cut pictures from

Electric mixer, egg

mixer, and electric drflJ to

old magazines and catalogs.

beater, bowls. Hour, water

illustrate how people use

Electric drill, hand drill

Electric can opener, hand
can opener

Electric knife, hand.knife

Bar of soap
Cutting block
Block of wood

Empty cans
Collage material(maga
zines, scissors, glue)

energy to save time and
effort. Have students record
the amount of time that
passes as you:

Evaluation Ideas

A. Cut a bar of soap with
the electric knife and a hand

Have students list at least

knife,

four home appliances that
are used to make work

B. Drill a hole in a block
of wood with an electric drill

easier or to save time.

and a hand drill.

Have students write about
how life would be different

without electricity.
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Day 3 - Activity Center if2

Electricity: Who Needs It?
Conversions

Science,Social Studies

Concept

jump out of bed and bounds

Changes in energy conver
sion technology have resulted
in technological and indus
trial change.

.operated clock on the wall
tdls you that you have only
15 minutes to get to
school—just enough time;
for a quick slice oftoast and
a cup of instant hot choco

Activity Goal

into the kitchen. The battery

Store food in winter?
Wash the clothes?

Keep warm in winter?
Have fight in your house?
Entertain yourselves?
Get to the sbcth floor of a

building?
Get a weather report?

late.

2. Ask students how they

Before you go back to your
room to get dressed, you
pop a slice of bread into the

think the activities above

were done100 years ago.

toaster,and bpil some water

Students will recbgnize that
electricity plays a big role in
their lives.

in the rhicrbwayp. Whe^
get back to the kitchen, you
find that everything is exactly
the way you left it — the .
bread is untoasted and the
water is cold.

And that's only the

What To Do
1. Read the following stoiy
to the students and have

them dedde what they would
do without electricity:
Imagine a day that starts
something like this. You roll

over in your bed, open your
eyes, and discover that the

beginning!
Suppose the electridty in
your community has been
shut off indefinitely. And suj>
pose everyone in your famDy
is in good health and there is
plenty of food in the house.
You shouldn't have any prob
lems. Right?

Evaluation Idea
Have students keep a 24
hour log of the ways they use
electricity. Whose list is long
est? Shortest? What uses

did students forget to add to

their fists?A^ich ke^^

What unusual appliances and
uses appear in their logs?
Come to some conclusions

about the class' energy use.

Well, without electricity how
would you and your family:

morning seems much bright
er than it usually does at the

Cook your food?

start of your day. You check

Wash the dishes?

your alarm clock, but that
turns out to be no help at all;
It is stopped at 12:05. You

Make toast?
Bake a cake?

know that's not rightl You

Store food in summer?

Open cans?
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all

students have in common?

Notes;

Day 3 - Activity Center #3

Gonversions

Science

What To Do
There

man-made and nat

ural energy conversion
systems.

Activity Goal
The students wai observe an
artificial conversion system.

1. Explain to students that
one form of energy can be

p. Ask the student where

the hot plate gets its energy.

changed (converted)to
another. For example,the

3. Tell students how heat is

energy of coal, natural gas,

used to generate electricity:

or oil can be converted to

Coal, oil, or natural gas can

heat energy. Have students

be burned to produce heat

share what they know about

energy.The heat energy is

steam. Name various uses
for steam such as steam
heat for buildings, steam

then used to turn water into
steam.The steam is then

students what was converted

used to turn a turbine(a ^
pinwheel-llke machine), which
spins a generator(made of
magnets and coils of wire).

tomake steani.

The generator produces

engines, or the use of steam

to produce electricity. Ask

whatYouUlrieed

E. Is all the steam being
used to tum the wheel?

2. Teacher Demonstrarion:

electridty.

Using a hot plate, boil watd^
in a t^ kettle. As the steam

• Teakettle

• Hot plate
• Pinwheel

• Cooking or scientific
thermometer
• Beaker or can

• Energy For Electricity
Puzzle - one for each
student

rises place a pinwheel in the

path of the steam.Explain
that the heat energy was

Evaluation Idea

used to bofl the water to

create steam.The force of
the steam moves the

Give students the "Energy

For Electridty Puzzle." Have

pinwheel.

students cut along the dot

Discussion:

ted lines and put the pieces

A. How long did it take
the water to boil?

B. How long did it take
the wheel to begin turning? 
C. How long does it con
tinue turning?

D. What happens to the •

heat energy produced by the
hot plate?
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in order showing how a

steam power plant works.
The students can also color
the pictures.

'

Energy For
Electricity Puzzle

fv ^

\\l, ^

'.■■ ■ - ■

Transformer

c3

Turbine

.

-t
r

y

(^11

Boiler

Generator

s

Consumer

Power Lines
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Day 4 - Activity Center #1

Let s Get
USING THE SOLAR COOKER
To The Teacher:

Objective: Students will try a method of cooking that uses a
renewable source of energy.
Preparation:

1) mike solar hot dog cookers
2)obtain necessary materials

3)practice with it at approximately the same time of day
that you plan to use it with the children
Materials:

1) hot dogs
2) solar cookers
3) other materials needed for snack

4) back-up electric frying pan( in some cases students
can't get their solar cooker to work)'

Time Frame: 20 to 30 minutes; depending on temperatures and
weather conditions. This activity requires a 75+ degree temperature
and clear weather to be successful.

Suggested Audience: grades 3 to 6
Procedure:

1) Set up solar cookers in an area that receives full sun.

2) Cut the hot dogs in half and put them on the skewer of
the solar cooker.

3) Remind students that their shadows will stop the cooker
from working. Also, you may wish to establish rules that students
may touch ONLY their own solar cooker.

4) Rotate the hot dog on the skewer every few minutes to
get it cooked all the way through.
5) Eat and enjoy.

Adapted from: Primarv Energy Activities

Production: El Dorado County Office of Education,Funding:California Energy Extension Service
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Day 4

Activity Center #2

* Let's Get Energized
Making A Sun Dial
Objective: Students will make a solar sun dial to tell time.
Preparation:

1) Make copies of the sun dial sheet for each student on heavy stock.(Either
paste onto cardboard or copy sheets offon card stock paper.)
2) This is a good activity to challenge older students.

Time Frame: 20 -30 minutes plus follow-up

Suggested Audience: grades 4-6(older students can demonstrate to younger
students what they have made.)
Procedure:

1) Have students cut out the sun dial and the gnomon.(Figure 3)
2) Have students construct their sun dial.

3) Take sun dials outside and position them according to the directions on
the attached page.
Adapted from: Connection<;

Production:El Dorado County Qthcc of Education,Fundingi Califomia Energy Extension Service
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TO S\\Kt

UJ

If you live in the North cut out figures 1 and 2; if
you live in the South cut out figures 1 and 3.
Use rubber cement to glue the paper figures to a
piece of cardboard; cut along the lines through
the paper and the cardboard. Use a sharp knife
or other tool to cut through the-cardboard circle

'where shown. Insert the base of the triangle
(gnomon)through the circle (dial) so it stands at

a right angle with the gnomon aligned directly
along the noon axis. Bend and glue the
gnomon to the back of the dial.
ilu

m

FP if;
lo

FIG

FIG

FIG

m/n/m/u

I

Be sure the dial is kept directly aligned along the noon axis. Otherwise the shadow cast by the
gnomon will be off. To determine true North point the sun dial in a northerly direction; look at the time

and position the dial so the correa hour shows on the dial. Remember: The sun knows no daylight
savings time. If you are using an adjusted time frame, base your time of day on standard time and set

the dial to North accordingly. Pick a place for the dial that you know will receive sun throughout the
day, Be sure your dial is secure and won't be moved by wind, weather or living things. Check the dial
at different times of the day to see if it is keeping good time.

There are a few factors that could throw your sun dial off slightly. We all live in time zones; your
location in the zone could effectin a small way the time the sun dial gives you. Also, the angle of your
gnomon may not be precisely correct for your latitude. The gnomon cut-outs are angles that reflect

the number of degrees of latitude for average U.S. North and South locations.(Nonh: 45 degress;
South: 30 degrees). If your latitude varies far from either of these angles you might want to measure
another angle that precisely reflects your latitude and cut the gnomon to that size.
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Day 5 - Activity Center

?0

Let's Get Energized
STAY AWAY!

There's No Room To Play
PART I

Objective: Students will experience what it feels like to have limited space
and resources.

Preparation:
1) Prepare an area that will be used for the following exercise. It needs to be

clear of obstructions,.and preferably on grass
2)Review the procedure for the activity.
Materials:

Jump ropes, and rubber balls, one for every four students.
Chalk for marking the blacktop or string for marking the grass.
Time Frame: 20 to 25 minutes

Suggested Audience:1 to6 grades
Procedure:

1) Divide the group into four small groups. Emphasize to the groups that you
want them to get along with one another for the activity.

2) Give every student in the first group who desires one,a ball or rope to play
with. Pass out the rest to the second group.
3) Send the first group out to play in an area where they feel comfortable.

Emphasize that they need to stay within the boundaries that you set for this
activity. With chalk or string, dose the area around them.
4) Send the second group to play in the same enclosed area.
5) Send the third and then the fourth group also to this area so that the entire
class is playing in the marked off area. Play for 10 minutes. Instruct the
children at the end of play to enter the classroom in silence, thinking about
the game they have just played.
6) Once in the classroom give children 5 to 7 minutes draw a picture to show
how they felt during the play time(or have a brainsterming session where
students say words that you write for everyone to see).
7) Discuss with the students what happened and how they felt.
Questions to ask:

a) How did the first group feel about more and itiore people taking up their
space?
b) How did the fourth group feel about moving into a crowded area?
c) Did they continue to play the same games as more people came in?
d) Did they feel upset when they didn't have enough room?
e) Was it too noisy?
Production:El Dorado County Office of Education,Funding:California Energy Extension Service
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Let's Get Energized
f) Explain to the students that every second approx.200 people are added to
the world could be crowded like
that in less that 120 years.Get ideas from students
on how people can get
along in the environment with that many people?

''

PART 2

Procedure:

Quickly review the results of part 1 with students.
1)
As in part 1,divide the children into four groups
put

'°p«

3) Again send the first group out to play in the approximate area that was
used for part 1 and with chalk or string,dose the area around them

4 After a few minutes send in group 2,then group 3,then group 4.
5) Let the children play with this limited equipment for about5 minutes then
remove 2 balls or jump ropes. Let the children play several minutes more
then rernove two more.
6) At the end of play instruct the children to enter the classroom in silence to
discuss what happened.

7) Discuss how this "experiment" was different from the first
Questions:

a) How did the later groups feel when they went in and there was no
equipment for them to play with?

b) How did the first group respond to the later groups demands to share

equipment?

filled?^'^ tbe games and number ofchildren per activity change as the area

d) Was the amount of irritation greater or less with less equipment?
e) How did students feel when the equipment was taken away,especially

since there already was not enough?

^

"

8) Explain that this was a representation of what is happening with our oil
and psolme resources. There is not enough for us to keep using all we want
and before long we are going to run out. If we conserve then we will have

Adapted from: The California State Environmental Education Guide.
1988

Prcxiuction:El Dorado County Office of Education.Funding:California Energy ExtensionService
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Day 5 -

Center §2
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Let's Get Energized
The Fable of Max

Preparation:

1)Read the Fable of Max and be prepared to talk with students about the story
after reading it aloud to them.
Materials:

A copy of the Fable of Max rattarberi^

Time Frame: IO7I5.minutes
Suggested Audience:K-5
Procedure:

1)Read the Fable of Max aloud.

2)Talk with students about these questions:
a) What did Max learn from the animals?
b) What can we learn from the animals?

c)What would change in your life if the world were to run out of oil

today?.
great deal of

(remind the students that plastics,styrofoam,gasoline, and a
electricity comes from oil)

d.) What things cpuld be-done to-make the oil lastlonger?(Conserve it>
or use it

only when we really need it.)

Adapted from: Primary Energy Activities

Production.El Dorado Cpunty Office of Education,Funding;California Energy Extension Service
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Let's Get Energized
The Fable of Max
Once there was a little boy named Max. Max was an extremely lively young man
vy^ho always accepted any challenge given him. He thought he could do everything
bigger or better or faster^ and he was always ready to prove himself.

One day Max saw a beautiful bird fling up in the sky.The bird would flap and
flutter with hardly an effort, gliding on the winds.The bird saw Max on the ground.
thought,to himself, I bet I can fly better than that bird."So Max found a tall tree

and he climbed it branch by branch until he reached the top.

"Oh bird,"said Max."I can certainly fly better than you."The bird just watched
curiously as Max started flapping and leaped from the top of the tree.
"AAAAAAAAAAAAHHHHHHHHHHH!!!!!!!PLOP."

"You can,can you?" asked the bird,still flying around in the clouds.

'Til show you," said Max.

Max thought for awhile and finally thought of a way he could fly better than the

bird. He boughtsome metal for wings,some rubber for tires and finally,a great big
engine,for he was going to build an airplane.

When he finished building his plane, he took a can of gas filled the tank of the

plane,because,unlike the bird. Max needed gasoline to fly. He started the engine.
Vrrrrrroooooooommmmmmmmm. What a noise! Max got in his plane and off he
went racing through the sky. The bird didn't like all that noise at all, so he wef\t awav
to hide.

^

'You see,"said Max."Now who can fly best of all?"

After awhile. Max got tired of his airplane and went for a walk by the ocean.
There he saw a great whale playing in the waves. Up for a breath and then down to
the bottom of the sea the whale would go, without a second thought.
"I can dive deeper than you," said Max.

The whale didn't understand how a human could dive deeper than a whale. Max

i jumped,in the water,ancl he and,the whale took deejp breaths and down they swam.
Max swam until he had gotten very deep and then he realized,"Oh no,I need a

breath of air!"

Up to the surface he swam as fast as he could,"GAAASSPPP.OHH!"
"Hooom Haaaaaar," laughed the whale. "I didn't think humans could swim like
whales."

Ill show you, said Msx,and he went off to build himself a submarine^
He bought heavy metals, air tanks and motors to run his machine. When he was

all ready, he filled his little sub with gasoline,for it too needed fuel to run. He
jumped in and closed the hatch and down he floated in his submarine.
The whale was disgusted by all the noise and bubbles that Max's machine made
so he swam down to the bottom of the sea to hide.

"Now who can dive deepest?" Max shouted. But the whale was nowhere to be
found.

After a time Max got tired of his submarine,and besides, he was kind of cold so he
went off to the desert to warm himself. It was the middle of winter so.he still didn't

feel very warm. He found a little lizard who was lying on a big rock in the sun.
"How do you keep warm?" asked Max.

"I lie on this rock in the sun,and when the sun goes down I crawl underneath
the rock where I stay warm all night long."
Production:El Dorado(Zounty Otiiccof Education,Funding:Gilifornia Energy Extension Service
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Let's Get Energized
"Huh! Well I can do better than that!" And Max went about building himself a

house. He bought wood and windows,stone and nails, but he didn't insulate to keep
the house warm. He realized his house was still cold,so Max brought in a giant gas

furnace that growled and spurted as he lit it.
'There," said Max."Now I am warmer than you.

One day Max was off flying around in his airplane,zooming across the sky. He
was leaving trails of smoke wherever he went. He was looking for a bird to race.
Suddenly the engine went putt-putt, sputter-pop.

"Oh no!" Max thought."My plane is out of gas!"
VRROOOOMMMMMMM-Splat.The plane and Max crashed to the ground. All
of a sudden it was very quiet. The little bird poked his head out of his nest.
"Ahh, tweet tweet," said the bird."Now who can fly best?"

Off the bird went floating in the breeze as happy as ever. Max went off to the
ocean to have a little trip in his submarine. Down he went bubbling all the way.

When hje got to the bottom of the sea he searched around for the whale. At last
something happened.

"My! Cough! Cough! It's getting rather hard to breath! OH NO!!
The submarine is out of gas too!"

Max opened the hatch and up to the surface he swam for a breath of air.
"Gasp!"
"Hooom Hoom Haaaaar," said the whale, who had secretly watched this."Now

who can swim the deepest?" The whale did a flip out of the water with a great splash
and dove down to the bottom of the sea where all was quiet and peaceful again.

Now Max was really wet and cold and very disappointed in his machines.He
hated being outdone by animals. He went to his house and sat down by the heater to
get warm.He was shivering.
"Ahh," thought Max."At least I can stay warm here."
Putt,sput,sput, pop.

"Oh no, not again," Max moaned."Even the gas furnace is out of fuel." Now the
cold wind blows in though the cracks in the walls that Max never fixed.
"Oh, woe is me. What will I ever do now?"

Max then looked out the window,and there was little green lizard sitting in the
sun, warm as ever. Max had an idea. He got a bunch of windows and put them on
the south side of his house. He bought some stones for the floors and walls to trap

the heat that was pouring in though the windows,and he put up big pads of
insulation to keep his house warm.'There we go," said Max."This time I learned
something from the animals."
The lizard liked Max's house now and he came in. The little green lizard and

Max fell asleep together lying in the sun where it was so warm and nice.
by Shaun Taylor

From: Get Your Hands On Energy

Production;El Dorado County Office of Education,Funding:California Energy Extension Service
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Day 5 - Activity Center #3

Xum On To

Off!
Conservation

Science,Art

Concept

2. Give students a few .

examples of ways they can
save energy.

There are various ways to
conserve energy.

Next,see if they can correctly

B. Give each student a 3x4

inch piece of tagboard. Cut
out the opening for light
switch.

as practices that save en^gy

C Have students decorate
thdr "switch-off covers" with

or waste energy:

pens and stickers. Encourage

'identify statements you read

creativity!

Activity Goal

• Take showers instead of
baths,(save)

p.Allow students to display

• Turn lights off when they

their switch-off covers by

are not needed,(save)
The students will leam why

• Leave the outside door

rotating a new cover for the
dassroom light switch each

energy conservadon is

open,letting the warm air

important and leam several

out and the cold air in.

week.Students might also
make covers for their Hght

(waste)

switches at home.

ways to save energy.

• Turn off TV or radio when
nobody is watching or

What You'll Need
3x4 inch piece of
tagboard for each student
crayons
markers
stickers, etc.

listening,(save)
• Open and close the
refrigerator door quickly,
• Wash dishes in the
dishwasher after every

meal or snack, even if it's

not full,(waste)
• Put on a sweater when
the room is cool,instead

of asking someone to
turn up the thermostat,
(save)

What To Do
3. A. Tell the students that
sometimes we need

1. Discuss with students the

importance of everyone's
helping to save energy,
(saves money; conserves
limited resources; reducps

Evaluation Idea

(save)

remind^s to help us save

energy. Have students make
covers for light switches to

help remind them to turn the
lights off.

pollution)
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Have students draw pictures
showing ways they can
conserve energy in their
homes.

Notes:

Appendix C
.Junior Energy Saver Booklet
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Junior Energy Saver
A Merit Program for Energy Conservation

The activities for this home-based program were chose to help students
understand the following topics:
Limits of energy resources and supply
Environmental and economic impacts of energy use
Energy conservation and management

Science Framework for California Public Schools Kindergarten through Grade
Twelve.(19901 Correlation

Major content areas of the Framework:

Energy: Sources and Transformations
Energy: Heat
Energy: Electricity and Magnetism and
Energy: Light
Geology and Natural Resources

Themes:

Energy
Patterns of Change
Systems and Interactions
Scale and Structure

Process Skills developed:
Observing

Evaluation,

Comparing
Analyzing
Applying

Computing,
Communicating

Integrated Subject Areas:
Mathematics

Science

Art

Language Arts
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JUN50R ENERGY SAVER
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Junior Energy Saver
As our population continues to grow and we place
greater demands on our natural environment, our children
must develop the skills needed to make responsible
decisions concerning the use of our earth's resources; , The
U.S. has 6% of the world's population but uses 35% of the
resources. Our own oil supplies are nearly diminished,
which makes us dependent on other nations.

The energy challenge'is not just a supply shortage. There
are also environmental problems like air pollution and
destruction of the ozone layer, from burning gasoline, oil
and coal. We know that there will be major changes in

energy supply and sources in the near future. Education
today can prepare students to be part of the solution to
upcoming energy challenges.

Instructions:

As your child completes each activity, fill in the check
off sheet on the next page. When all 16 of the Junior
Energy Saver activities are completed, turn in the booklet
and any completed projects to your child's teacher. Your
child then qualifies to be a Junior Energy Saver and will
receive an award.
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Junior Energy Saver
Check-off
Name of child.
Teacher
"

Grade

Junior Energy Savers, be sure to complete all of the activities to receive an
award! Some activities require an adult's help.

Activity:

Compietion verified by parent's initials.

What Is Energy?
1.
Finding Energy
2.
We Need Energy To.
3.

What If?

Non-renewable Enerov Source.'^

4.

Tree's Energy*

5.

Presto, Change*

Renewable Energy Sources
6.

Hot Cans*

7.
8.

"
A Water Wheel

Helix Magic*

Thon tr i^ou
"♦"•^Turoind
O'rF yOur.

Energy and Pollution

9.
10.

Catching PolIution_
Car Exhaust*_

11.

Every Person's Air_

Conservation

12.

Electrical Appliances.

13.

Reading the Meter*J

14.
15.

Conservation List

16.

Checking Energy Habits^

Replacing Energy Users.

* Requires an adult's supervision.

Er.o.jv :*:«n.ion Seivica, Gbvj.nsr't Olfics ot Planniny !. R.t.radn. A program ol th. Ooparrrrrartt ol orrarga.
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Ac±ivity

WHAT IS ENERGY?
/1990 version of the Science Curriculum for Californlc/energy is one ofsix themes
or big ideos thot links the physicol, earth end life sciences.
Energyis...

1. In physics,energy mokesthings go. Energy causes movement.Every time you see some
ttiing move,energy is being used.A leaf moving in the wind,a pot ofwoter bubbling on the
stove,and a car traveling to the store ore all evidence ofenergy being used.
You know thatenergy exists because you con see or feel what it does.Energy moves cars,
makes machines run, heats ovens,and lights our classroom.

A cy
7

m.oV e S

•

no.ov e.

A

rrxos/ZS .

A

mov <£.s

2.In biology,energy mokes Ihings grow. ,

A

9 ^

•

£1 r o w s.

Finding' Energy

Enerav heats°

heat,or light.

y you
home.
lightstoyour
home
movpq
the bus Vuthat.ubrings
fromEnergy
your home
school
andEnerov
back again.

Help your child look for: motion, heat,and light

everywheref

"'estrates each. Evidence of energy is
rTLo.k,e5 k.ea.t

CXrL

cL

p \•

p

_ rTLON/e. m.erL t.

\,

Adapted from: Primary Energy Activities
Fund.d by Iht Ctliforni. Energy Exfan.ion Service. Governof't Office of Plennlr^g 3. fteier.ch. A Progum of ihe Oeperrment of Energy.
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Activity §2

We Need Energy To.

Complete this list with your child.
1.

Play

2.

Eat

3.
Work
4. ' Ride bikes

5.
6.

Heat or cool buildings
Make toys

7.
8.

9.
10.
11.
12.
13.

_________
^
^

14.
15.

L____

■

Ac3apted^ from: Primairy Energy Activities

/r

/ Z/

ooo

\

by thb cfaliforni* Enargy Extantlon Sarvica. Qovainbr'a Otfiea of Ptanninfl 4 flatarach. A Pf03.a/n of tha Dapaftmanf of E^aa oy.^
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Activity #3

• rsr

Imagine coming homefrom schoolone afternoon.If is a cold,rainy day.You walkIn the
a^on
whpn you open the doorand
"9^'^f""®
9° you take
refrigeratorfora
snack.Thelight
go on when
the miik carton
outdoesn'tfeel
veiv cold.Youdoesn't
turn

eolLtTp'rTk°nn T

P'^Sgsd in.Soon you

blackout
on k^^ whenyour
house;in
whole neighborhood is experiencing a
blackout. tJo
No oneknows
the pov/er
will fact,the
be restored.

no!<^h'^i?

happened to causethe blackoutand how the peoplein your

nlrtlthings that could°"-^here
Willaobviously
good
come from
blackout?be many disadvantages.Can you
yuu imagine
,nugiue anyy
From: Connections

Funded by th« C*llfornl« Energy Exioneion Service. Governor's OMice of Plenning 2i Rotersch. A Progrim oi the Oepsrtment oi Energy.^^^^
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UNDERSTANDING ENERGY:

NON-RENEWABLES AND RENEWABLES
Mosfofthe energythatweuse comesfrom non-renewable sources.Thev ore'fossilfuels'

irpf
P'"® nuclearfission(limited bythesupplyofuranium
ore) AllareJkelyto beexhausted,oratleastloo
expensiveto
extract.TherSbleso^^^^^
radiantenergyfrom
the sun,the
kinetic energyfrom the rotation
n!JHm
1° the mechariical
<^'J''''®n's). the
heat from thewind
the earth(geothermol),thepotentiaienergyofwater
Mropower)
energy
orthephotosyntheticability ofptaLsto
ternJ Use thefollowingend
wood).These
ore renewable
because
theydepend on natural sys
tems.
activity
to helpstudents
understand
theconceptof'non-renewable'.

-fVtfc

Activity #A

PAPA

Tree's

Energy*

Show your child a piece of wood. Explain that a tree gets its
energy,from the sun. If you build a fire with the tree, the
burning wood and energy will change Into ashes, smoke and heat.

Can you change the ashes, smoke and heat back into a tree? NO!
The tree and the tree's energy are gone. (The tricky part of this
activity is that wood is a renewable resource if managed
properly so that new trees are planted.)

Actiivi'ty nfS

Presto, Chango*

Show your child a burning candle, piece of charcoal, and a
picture of a car. Explain how the energy in each object can be
changed into heat and smoke and can't be recovered and used

again.

cr^

'Requires an adult's supervision.
Adapted from: Primary Energy Activities
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EXPERIMENT WITH SOUR ENERGY
The following activities will help students to understand the principles behind the use of solar
energy.The first activity lets children understand which way solar collectors face.
"Hot Cans'explore color, insulation, and glass - key components in solar design.

Plants as Solar Collectors

When we build a solar collector we have to use common sense to face it in the right angle
and direction to'capture'the most sunlight.To show how plants face the sun,take a teaspoon

ful of alfalfa seeds and soak them overnight.Place them on a moist paper towel in a bottle by
the window.After a few days you will notice that each little plant is facing its'solar collector'
(leaves)towards the sun.

Activity ^6

Hot Cans

1. Collect pop cons and paint them various colors. Fill each with water and place them on a

sunny window sill. After several hours measure the temperature of each can.Graph the results
to see which can gained the most heat. Discuss the results.
2. Experiment with felt Insulation to see how different amounts and locations of insulation
effect temperature. Graph and discuss results.
3.Place a can in a sealed jar, a can in an unsealed jar and leave one can without a jar.
Experiment as you did in #1.

4.Combine various combinations of color,insulation, and glass to see how high you can get
the temperature of water in a can to rise.

Activity #7

Helix

Magic*

Does it seem that some times of the day are more windy than
others?

Or that the wind is related to other conditions in some

predictable fashion? The sun, in one way or another, is creating
those up-drafts and air currents; it may be doing it locally or
hundreds of miles away. In Montana there is a lot of variation with
its wide open spaces and mountains.

Cur

thick pafsr,
CEMTSR.!

Talk with your child about solar energy warming the earth's
surface and causing winds. Draw a few illustrations of plains and*
mountains.

.t

Use this simple exercise to demonstrate, on a

comparatively microscopic scale, how hot air rises and creates
drafts.

Adapted from: Primary Enercfy Activities

oveiz. HEM* WAV£6?
Funded bv th. Cli'orni. En«,ov fxtan.ion Sa'-c, Gov.-or, Off:c« ol Pl.^nina &
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A ?,oa,»m of tf^a O.o.rtmant of En.rijy.f'

Activity #8

EXPERIMFNTING WITH V/ATFR TO PRnni IPF FNFPr.V

Water is a renewable resource thai is ah important source of electricitu

° energy which can
W'S"""'MTO
"w«ter
.!
to produce mechanical
be used directly,or
usedIStohornssssd
generate electricity. Choose one of the activities below to demonstrate
waters potential for producing energy.
A Water Wheel

aluminum pie tin for this experiment. Cut off the rims

hflK inch of the center
°
naif
of the pan.

"="^5 to within one-

Bend back half of each section to form the blades. Make a hole in the center
of the pan with a long,thin nail. Remove the nail and push a pencil throuqh
the hole.(It should fit snugly.

Grasp each end of the pencil and hold your water wheel lightly while uou
lace it under the faucet. Let the water run over the blades. The water
makes the blades spin.

rVM t» C»rr^

Moving Water - Moving Blades

cork°
^®P'"9 cardboard strips on a
S^«irn
r metal
s . or® plastic fins into the slits
® U-shaped
holder
it. You
can also slip
made in the
corkforThis
will
rt
generally turbines have high
speed 1?
jets directed
toward them.
i

NEsssjv

f^rom: Primaru Enerou Activities
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UNDERSTANDING ENERGY:
AIR POLLUTION
Energy can cause air pollution.Cars,trucks,and buses are a majorsource of air pollution,
butso are power plants which make electricity and wood stoves.The three following activities
help students to"see"visual evidence of air pollution.

Activity

Cotching Pollution

Spread a thin layer of vaseline on the unlined side of some white file cards. Put the

cards outdoors in different places. After 24 hours,check your cards for visible signs of
pollution.

Activity' #10

Car Exhaust

Put a white sock over the exhaust of a car that has been parked for a while.Ask the driver to
turn on the engine for one minute.The white sock will show visible pollution butsome cor pollu
tion is invisible. Yuckl

Activity #11

Every Person's Air '

I
I

Every person alive uses 6,000 gailoris of air a day, just breathing
in and breathing out. The same air has been used over and over again
by all the people, plants, and animals on earth for thousands of

years. As an exercise, have your child brainstorm names of people,
plants and animals that have shared the air with him or her. Use

these ideas to write and illustrate a story.

WK,o
A

SKares Mu Air* ?
sKares

A

rrtu

O-ir,

s K a.res

Sk

^S

rrL LA

m.u

cxi

,

CL I IT

Adapted from: Primary Energy Activit-iog
Fund.d by <h. C.blomi.En.tgy E.l.nikin S.rvta., Cov«,no.-f Ollic. ol Pl.nnmg It B...r.ch. A PtoQum ol th. O.panm.nt ol En.<jy.(
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Activity #12

ELECTRICAL APPLIANCES

s.r.x™«~•"
You wmlp °' a'
be electric
™
some of L isk ®h'T

••—.

^PPl«"'=es used in your home.
°°
them need to
P'®<=W<= Knife), or could

Item
item on
on the
the Ikt
list ththat you think could be ®"®''9y■
done withCircle
peopleeach
energy.

Fundsd by ih» C«lifofni« En«fav
•; «
7~
OY ^xMnsion Servics.
Govomor'a
0/fica ol
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Plinmno & a«««r®ch. A Prog.jm ot th« Daoartm.nt of Enargy.

Activity #13

Reading the Electric Meter

Materials Needed:

Piece of stiff cardboard to mount sample meter
5 brads

Preparation:

b?ads lo'aSlhrdTals""
'
Procedure:

electric meter and watch to see how fast the

r,f-Vk ° the dials move. Use the practice meter you have made to

carrem Tsfo' elSSty.®"'

klowalS
Kilowatts) aad^'lh"'"®
and then multiplying
'"ifby the cost of electricity.
Keep track of your electric use for an entire week. Be sure to read
the meter at the same time each day. - See it you can out die

clnseS^'aUs
Credit: These are examples from Energy 80

C.t.lo,„,. En.,„Ext.„.i.„s.r-i..,Gov.,„o,-, OIIk.of a.nnin,4
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Let's Get Energized
Here are a few examples you can use to practice with on your sample meter.

HO

3174

J.
^Jutdy
553/

II

7 \

3554

5005

31

9 - 1\

XI

4 ^6

11

X

3476

\

Crzdii: Thc^e c.viTvrr'cf

frprr: Enpr^r^- <0

Fundad by th« C«i<fornia Enargy Extsntion Sorvic*. Govainor'i Q/lica of Planning & Raiartch. A Program of tha Oapartmant of Enargy.
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T ,et's Get Energized
eXAtAPte A
PAY

(3

d.

©

0

5t

5k

5t

ho

lO

PAY
2

Ji)
95-4

(2?

(5

8

654

f Sb

- pAy 1

EXAMPLE 6
/(N9iJeA

^0

PAY

1 (S

54

PAY

D

Q

Of

54

?56

5+

0

/?

cp

654

3

Q

^54
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Conservation

Each child can do something to save valuable energy resources.
Every bit of electricity not used to light an empty room can be used
to run the computer next door. When children think of conservation

that way, it is a "source" of energy just like oil or the sun. Help your
child list what he or she can do to use less energy at home or in
school.

Activity #14

Conservation

List

1.

Turn off lights when hot needed.

2.

Turn off the TV when not being watched.

3.
4.

Use a hand can opener.
Ride by bike; instead of asking for a ride.

5.

Close the door when the heat is on.

Make your own list!

1.
2.
3.
4.

5.
6.

■
■

7.

92
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Replacing Energy Users

Activity #15

Use your imagination to complete this exercise. Imagine a world without
today's energy users. No fossil fuels; no electricity. A world without
cars, electric lights, refrigerators, television, or any of our other
users. What would you do if you didn't have the energy users listed below r
What WR wqiiIH dn tn replace It

Fnernv User

1.

Automobile

2.

Clothes Dryer

3.

Dishwasher

4.

Electric

5.

Electric Can Opener.

6.

Electric

Clock

7.

Electric

Lights.

8.

Electric

Mixer_

9.

Electric Toothbrush.

10.

Garbage Disposal

11.

Hair

12.

Home

13.

Iron

14.

Radio.

». <r..

Blanket

Dryer_
Heater.

S,r..Cd.

M
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Activity #16

Checking Energy Habits

Do you have good energy habits? For each conservation practice below
answer Yes, No or Sometimes.

1. I walk, ride my bike, or take the bus instead

of asking for short rides in the family car.
2. 1 take quick showers - five minutes or less..

3. When I take a bath I fill the tub half-full insted of full.
4. I turn the water off while I brush my teeth.

5. I wash my hands and face quickly - without
waiting for the water to get hot.

6. I turn faucets off tightly when I'm finished using them.
7. I use a broom, not the water hose, to clean off the

driveway and sidewalk.

8. I close; my.bedroom window and drapes at night when the heat is on.
9. When I leave my room I turn the lights off._

10. I turn off any lights in the house when they're not being used.
11. I turn off the television, when no one is watching it.
12. I turn off the radio qr record player when no one is listening to them.
13. I open and close the refrigerator door quickly when I'm
looking for something to eat.

14. I keep the oven door closed and don't peek when something is baking.

15. I remind others in my family to help save energy._
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Appendix D
Student Self-Survey Form
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Watch

Energy Cbnsetvation Program
Self-Survey
Idothisnow.

I don't do this now.

I don't do this now.

It would be easyto do. It would be hard to do.

1. I walk or ride my bike instead of asking for a ride.
2. I turn out the lights when I leave a room.

3. I turn off the television when I am finished watching it.
4. I open the refrigerator less than 6 times a day.
5. I put on a sweater if I'm cold instead of turning up the heater.
VX5

6. I take showers that last less than 5 minutes.

7. I save aluminum cans for recycling.

8.1 save glass and plastic bottles for recycling.
9. I save newspaperfor recycling.
10.1 use hand appliances instead of electric appliances.
11.1 make sure windows and doors are closed when

the heating or air conditioning is running.
12.1 make sure water faucets in my home don't drip.

13. I use a sink stopper or dishpan rather than washing
and rinsing dishes under running water.
14. I turn off the water while brushing my teeth.

15. I avoid opening the oven door while food is cooking.

I do this now.

I dont do this now.

I dont do this now.

It would be easyto do. It would be hard to do.

16. I close the curtains at home during the summer when
the sun is shining directly on the windows.
17. 1 use the dishwasher only when fully loaded.
18. I boil water in covered pans.
19. I hang my clothes on a clothes line instead of
using a dryer whenever possible.

20.1 use both sides of a piece of paper before
recycling it.
AD
00
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Junior Energy Saver Evaluation Form for Parents
Help us keep your child excited about energy conservation. Please fill in
this sheet with your comments and suggestions so that we may improve the
activity book.

Choose a letter below that bet describes how you feel about each
activity. Write that letter in the space behind the activities you finished.

A - very difficult B - somewhat difficult C - Just right D - somewhat easy E 
very easy

1. Finding Energy_

9. Catching Pollution_

2. We Need Energy To

10. Car Exhaust

3. What If?

11. Every Person's Air_

4. Tree's Energy

12. Eiectrical Appliances_

5. Presto, Chango_

13. Reading the Meter

6. Hot Cans

14. Conservation List

7. Helix Magic

15. Replacing Energy Users_

8. A Water Wheel

16. Checking Energy Habits_

Circle the best answer.
1. The activities were:

too short

just right

2. The activity book instructions were: unclear

too long

easy to understand

too

complicated

3. In helping develop an understanding for energy conservation the Junior
Energy

Saver program was: very useful

somewhat useful

not useful

4. To improve this program:

Thank you for taking the time to help us improve the Junior Energy Saver program.
100
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Results of Self-Survey

Energy Behaviors
Self Survey
100

En

cn

4J

XI

60

40

4J

T5

20

5

10

11

4-1

PRE

POST

Question #

4J

102 .

12

13

14

15

16

17

18

19

20

Energy Watch
Conservation Program
Pre Self-Survey
I do this now.

I dont do this now.

I dont do this now.

It would be easyto do. It would be hard to do.

1. I walk or ride my bike instead of asking for a ride.

5%

31%

64%

2. I turn out the lights when I leave a room.

86%

11%

3%

3. I turn off the television when I am finished watching it.

12%

35%

53%

4. I open the refrigerator less than 6 times a day.

2^

0%

98%

5. I put on a sweater if I'm cold instead ofturning up the heater.

31%

68%

1%

5%

95%

6. I take showers that last less than 5 minutes.
o
OJ'

7. I save aluminum cansfor recycling.

97%

3%

0%

8.1 save glass and plastic bottles for recycling.

23l

74%

19%

9. Isave newspaperfor recycling.

12%

71%

17%

10. 1 use hand appliahces instead of electric appliances.

9%

7%

84%

16%

81%

3%

14%

86%

11.Imake sure windows and doors are closed when

the heating or air conditioning is running.
12.1 make sure water faucets in my home don't drip.

13. I use a sink stopper or dishpan rather than washing
and rinsing dishes under running water.

23.

17%

81%

14. I turn off the water while brushing my teeth.

84%

10%

5%

15. I avoid openingthe oven door while food is cooking.

22%

71%

7%

I do this now.

I don't do this now.

1 don't do this now.

It would be easyto do. It would be hard to do.

o
>1^

16. I close the curtains at home during the summer when
the sun is shining directly on the windows.

7%

33%

60%

17. 1 use the dishwasher only when fully loaded.

90%

.3%

■3%

18. I boil water in covered pans.

3%

18%

79%

19. I hang my clothes on a clothes line instead of
Using a dtyer whenever possible.

5%

23%

72%

20.1 use both sides of a piece ofpaper before
recycling it.

l3o.

13%

83%

Energy Watch

Ener^ Conservation Program
Post Self-Survey
I do this now.

I don't do this how.

I dont do this now.

It would be easyto do. It would be hard to do.

1. I walk or ride my bike instead of asking for a ride.

21%

67%

12%

2. I turn out the lights when I leave a room.

97%

3%

0%

3. I turn off the television when I am finished watching it.

83%

12%

5%

4. I open the refrigerator less than 6 times a day.

7%

24%

69%

5. I put on a sweater if I'm cold instead of turning up the heater.

72%

28%

0%

6. I take showers that last less than 5 minutes.

10%

23%

67%

7. I save aluminum cans for recycling.

100%

0%

0%

8.1 save glass and plastic bottles for recycling.

60%

35%

5%

9: I save newspaperfor recycling.

55%

43%

1%

10.1 use hand appliancesinstead of electric appliances.

33%

45%

22%

71%

24%

5%

12.1 make sure water faucets in my home don't drip.

_33%

48%

19%

13. I use a sink stopper or dishpan rather than washing
and rinsing dishes under running water.

19%,

57%

24%

14. I turn off the water while brushing my teeth.

91%

8%

1%

15. I avoid opening the oven door while food is cooking.

72%

25%

3%

o

11.1 make sure windows and doors are closed when

the heating or air conditioning is running.

I do this now.

I don't do this now.

I dont do this now.

It would be easyto do. It would be hard to do.

16. I close the curtains at home during the summer when
the sun is shining directly on the windows.

62%

35%

3%

17.1 use the dishwasher only when fully loaded.

95%

1%

0%

18. I boil water in covered pans.

64%

20%

16%

7%

29%

64%

64%

19%

17%

19. I hang my clothes on a clothes line instead of
using a dryer whenever possible.

20.1 use both sides of a piece Of paper before
recycling it.

o
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Junior Energy Saver Evaluation Summary
Aetivitv Very Difficult

Somewhat Difficult

#1,

Just Right Somewhat Easv

3%

71%

#2':

74%

#3

16%

52%

;#4

10%

52%

#5

19%

61%

19%

#6

45%

39%

16%

#7 -

#8

;

16%

45%

19%

48%

32%

06%

#11

16%

71%

#12:

6%

94%

39%

19%

10%

90%

#13

42%

#14

#15 :

6%

#16::

3%

39%

45%

48%

23%

39%

87%

-:

26%

32%

13%
WIQ

Verv Easv

26%

68%

16%

84%

23%

The activities were:

just right

too short

too long

81%

19%

The activity instructions were:

unclear

6%

easy to understand

81%

too complicated

13%

In helping develop an understanding for energy conservation the Junior
Energy Saver program was:

very useful

94%

somewhat useful

108

6%

not useful
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Bibliography of Resources

To obtain the resources used contact the following agencies.

Energy Activities for the Primary Classroom, for K-3 grades. Contact;
California Energy Extension Service, 1400 Tenth Street, Rm.209,
Sacramento,CA 95814.

Let's Get Ener0^ed, for K-6 gradesv Contact: Califomia Energy Extension
ServiGe; 1400 Tenth Street, Rm.209, Sacramento, CA 95814.

Beat the Heat: The C02 Challenge, for 4-6 grades. Contact: Children's Earth
Fund, Box 2335,175 Fifth Ave., New York, NY 10010

ENERGY, for 5-6 grades. Contact: National Energy Foundation,5160 Wiley
Post Way,Suite 200, Salt Lake City, UT 84116

The Energy We Use, for K-2 grades. Contact: U.S. Dept.of Energy,Technical
Information Office, P.O. Box 62, Oak Ridge,TN
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